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It looks as if th-- irrigation plant is
assured.
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H RE HE HAD BEE

FOR MON THS BECAUSE OF W Ail
DETAILS DENIED THE PUBLIC
BV RIGID CENSORSHIP PUT ON
I

DISPATCHES BY AUTHOBiTIES

Successor, Prince Constatine, Will Immediately Take Reigns of Government
MURDERED

is

MONARCH

IS NOT il NATIVE

Drafted Into Service by (he Powers at a Critical Period in the II
of (he Little Kingdom, He Left Mis Native Land, Denmark,
iu Whose Navy He was Serving, and Took the Throne
Was Related to Sovereigns of England and Married
Relative of the Russian Czar Had Stormy
Career but was Fairly Popular

is-to- y

close relationship to the royal family
of Great Britain but because Ens-lan- d
in a manner, was responsible for
his election to the throne and stood
sponsor for the new dynasty.
Prince William George was only 18
years of age and midshipman in the
rnnih fiRyy when ho wsq offered the
throne of Hellas. The former ruler.
King Otto I, who was a Bavarian
iprince, was dethroned by a revolution
in 18C2 and the provisional government by the ministry was not strong
enough to prevent political complications which threatened to undermine
the peace of Europe. The great powers of Europe recognized the necessity
of providing a new ruler for Greece
and the position was offered first to
the Duke of Edinburgh and then to
the Duke of
but
both declined. It was M. de Chaudor-dy- ,
a French diplomat, who conceived
the idea of offering the throne to
Prince William George and the plan
was promptly approved by England
and the other powers.
The young prince had been sent to
he married the Grand Duchess Olga,
the emissaries of the powers arrived
to offer him the crown. He accepted
through his father and, having been!
officially declared of age, he made his
entry in Athens on October 30 of that

look the oath.od ascended the
Saloniki, March- 18. KingGeorg1? decorated With the Greek flag
throne.
of Greece was assafsinated here this thousands of people assembled to
Four years later, October 15, 1 807,
afternoon.
cheer him. He later took part in a
he maried the Grand Duchess Oljia,
King George, who had taken per- service of thanksgiving in the arch
Duke
sonal command of his troops during Episcopal church. In an interview eldest daughter of the Grand
Constantine of Russia, thus connectthe earlier period of the war, had King George at that time said that
link with one
been here since December, when the Greece after the war probably would ing himself by a strong
of the most powerful reigning families
Turkish fortress was occupied by the have a frontier north of Saloniki and
of Europe.
The Greeks agreed to
Greeks after a short siege. The Monastir and he was inclined to make
settle
$225,000 a year" upon their new
queen of Greece also has been here Saloniki a free port.
king.
England, France, and Russia
and has paid great attention to the
Since the occupatn of Saloniki by
each agreed to add $20,000 a year for
care of the sick and wounded.
the Greeks there has been some fricthe term of his natural life and about
King George in December had a tion between them and their Bulga
$50,000 was charged for his 'benefit
of
Ferdinand
with
rian allies, but it was thought this on
King
meeting here
the Ionian Islands which were later
Bulgaria to discuss the fate of the would be eventually overcome during ceded to him
by Great Britain. Al- captured Turkish territory after the the negotiations for the partition of
civil
his
list was always rath-- j
though
war.
Turkish territory.
er meager. King George I, under
which name he became ruler of '.he
'
News Is Being Censored
King George was in his
Hellenes,
by means of his remark-- j
London, March 18. The news of
year and had ruled 50 years. He was
able
business
ability accumulated an
a brother of Queen Mother Alexandra the assassination of King George came enormous fortune
during the 50 yeas
of England and a son of the late king from the correspondent of the Greek
of his reign. He made large sums by
news agency at Saloniki.
of Denmark. He was chosen king of
successful speculation on the bourse
the Hellenes in 1863 in succession to It was filed in Saloniki at 6:35 p. m. 'and invested his 'winnings in landed
Otto I. A previous attempt to assas- It is believed here that the censorestates in Greece, real estate in vari-- j
sinate him was made in 1 898. but was ship is preventing the dispatch of de- ous countries of
Europe and in the
tails.
frustrated.
became the owner cf
il'nited
States,
Both the Greek embassy and the
King George was married in Octo- iniinesr farms, plantations and facto-- ;
ber, 18C7, to Princess Olga, eldest British foreign office are without
ries, owner of stock in railroads and
of the Grand Duke Constan- - ficial news of the assassination. The various financial and commercial es-- .
tine of Russia, a brother of the late last previous report regarding the tablif hinents and of a
large flet of
movements of the King of Greece was
emperor Alexander II.
betweeu
vessels
merchant
trading
Crown Prince Constantino, who has received in Iondon when he attend-beeMediterranean ports.
In active command of the Greek jed a thanksgiving' service on March
Queen Olga bore him six children,
troops throughout the hostilities in 8, at Saloniki, to celebrate the fall of of "whom all but the
youngest, Prince
the eastern part of Turkey in Europe Saloniki.
born in 1888, are married,
Christopher,
at
is
Crown
Constantine
still
Prince
and was at the head of the army
The heir apparent to the throne is
'
which recently captured the Turkish Janina, with the Greek army. Qnen Prince
Constantine, Duke of Sparta,
who is King
fortress of Janina with its garrison of Mother Alexandra,
was born in ISfiS and in 18S9
jwho
32,000 men, will be the successor of! George's sister, had not received any was
married to Princess Sophia, feis- -'
His Wife is Princess So- - news at a late h mr.
hlB father.
tor
of
'
:
Emperor William' Tt Although
'
""'
' nhla, sister of the 'German emperor, i .:
.
fKi'ng
always 'showed great de- 'George
As a peculiar coincidence, the folKing George was often rated atfan
'
"'o fcvijt3 auu i'i w . i
autocratic monarch, but In spirit he lowing story of the life of Kill'?
a lamrnii and uuerai King, nu:iu
seir
was democratic and did much for the George, of interest because of the fact)
er ho ' nor his family enjoyed great
HO
years
prosperity of Greece, which advanced that he had just completed
Many times the continu'
as a. ruler, was received early '' this pojmlnrity.
under his rule.
ance of the dynasty was seriously
He took great interest In the organi morning .by The Optic, several Hours
threatened but King George maintainzation of defensive torces of the conn. 'before the assassination:
ed his dignity and weathered
all
Wa n Danish Prince
try and with the assistance of the
of
critical
even
the
storms,
period
crown prince brought the army to thej London, March IS. Half a century
the disastrous war against Turkey.
state of efficiency which enabled H to; has passed since the memorable day,
Since Greece declared war agaiunt
overcome the Turkish resistance at March 18, 1803. when the Greek na-- j
1912,
King
Turkey in October,
the
tional assembly at Athens, at
the beginning of the war.
und
have
his
grown
George
family
His name was mentioned after hos- - suggestion of the great powers of En-- j
of ihe
tilitles broke out as a candidate for rope-- , selected Prince William George quite popular and the future
dynasty seems to be moie secure thin
the presidency of a permanent fede - jof
at any time during his reign. Next
ration of the Balkan states, consisting Glueekslmrg, second son of the late!
to Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria
of Bulgaria, Servla, Montenegro and King Christian IX of Denmark, and
the oldest among
Greece.
brother of Queen Alexandra, to be King George is now
tiie European ruFers.
When King George arrived in Salo jiving of the Hellenes. England and
t'lkl, on November 12, with Prince the English people have never lost
Constantino and Prince George, he their interest in the young prince who
PARIS WANTS MONEY
was warmly greeted by the Greek became king and the founder of a new
Paris, March JS The government,
metropolitan and the senior officers fl; nasty in the classical realm of the today asked parliament to authorize
of his army. All the bonnes were' Hellenes, not only bccaiiSH
of his a loan of f 1(1,000,000.
-
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ARGUMENT
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HUNDRED

WOULD
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IT-
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SAYS
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'
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HE STATES

HIS BELIEFS

INSURANCE

March 18 One hundred
fourteen warrants for 31 alleged
members of the arson ring were
sued by Judge Wade in the municipal
court today at the instance of Assist-toant State's Attorney Johnston. Twen-hop- e
d
of the men named in the
out after he got to Washing-- , rants are business men, some of them
ton. President Wilson wrote in part: wealthy. Their names were not made
"Ever since I was a youngster I imblic pending arrests,
have been deeply interested in ourj When arrests are made on today's
method of financial legislation. One warrants, he total number of persons
of the objects I shall have most in taken into custody will aggregate 44,
mind when I get to Washington will 'alleged to have been implicated In 40
be conferences with my legislate e' fires from which a total of $800,000
colleagues there, with a view to was collected in insurance.
Johnston declared that a large nuiu-yeabringing some budget system Into ex'tteae. This, business of building up ber of warrants growing out of small- the expenses of the nation, piece byjer fires probably (would be issued
were
The present warrants
piece, will certainly lead us to erro later.
based on alleged guilt in connection
and perhaps embarrassment."
with important fires. In some cases
three warrants charging- separate of-- j
fenses were taken out against one
THE .
GUVEHNUR S
per son. They charge arson, burning
jto defraud and conspiracy to defraud.
GHANT BOMD BILL In the arson cases the bonds were d
at $40,000, and where there was an
additional charge against an Individual
HAVE POWER charged with arson an additional $20,.
TRUSTEES NOW
000 bond was required.
TO COMPLETE THE BIG IR-- .

Washington, March 18. Presid3i.t
ilson is in favor of a budget system
for the conduct of the government m.
He made public today a let- ter written on January SO, from Tren- to Senator Tillman, expressing the
that a budget system might be
W

Chicago,
d

n

r,

-

fix-je-

RIGATiON

PROJECT.

It was announced here today that
Governor William C. McDonald had
signed the measure passed by the recent session of the legislature giv
ing the board of trustees of the Las
Vegas land grant power to invest the
funds of the grant in bonds of irrigation projects. The governor signed
the bill this! ' afternoon, according to
the report. This is the measure that
business men and residents of the entire community were
anxious to have become a law, as it
means the completion of the irrigation system north of this city. Governor McDonald practically promised
a big delegation of Las Vegans wno
called on him at Santa "o several
weeks ago that he would sign such
a law. The report circulated here today shows that the governor has
"made good", which nobody doubted
for an Instant he would do.

j

SAINT CHEERS MINERS.
March 18. Although imLondon,
prisoned 227 feet below tne surface
at the Cumberland mines, two Irish
miners received a reminder of St.
Patrick's day to cheer them, A sprig
of shamrock wa$ lowered to them

through a narrow borehole through
which the two men have been fed
daily since a rush of water five days
ago cut off their escape from the
mine. The men will probably be
rescued as soon as tho water is
pumped out.

Las-Vega- s

ANNOM

ATTITUDE

WILSON AND CABINET PREPARE
STATEMENT
REGARDING
CHINESE LOAN.

Washington, March 18 President
and the, cabinet worked two
TlVENTrERSONS HURT hours today over a statement defining the attitude of tho United States
IN ARMLWAYiSISASKUP toward' 'the Chinese six power loan.
It was to have been made public this
afternoon, but just before the meet-TWIN CITY SPECIAL JUMPS THEjlng i)r0ke up it was announced that
TRACK NEAR MARSHALL- the statement would not be given out
TOWN, IOWA
i)e.fore late today ar probably tomor- Wfison

j

(

j

MarHlml'town, la., March 18 Twen- persons were injured, three of

row,
A e

day8 flg0 lt w&s pojnte(1 out
new administration did not
..,v,.,n n nrth.
.w....,U!,.
ji
Intend to couple the recognition of
bound passenger train on the Min- the new Chinese republic, with the
and St. Louis railroad, question of the loan In any way that
neapolis
Known as me
twin vuy oyecidi, might be construed as an effort on
was derailed six miles north of here the part of the "United States to force
There
favor for American bankers.
early today.
The derailment took place at the Is no reason to believe that attitude
approach of a culvert shortly after Z has been changed and some officials
o'clock. The engine passed over in 00k for something definite along
safety, but the combination baggage that line In the statement, if one
mail car and a chair car went In- - any is issued. A delegation of hankie the ravine, now filled with water,1 ers who visited the state department
nud caught fire, tho bagpflgo ear
week received intimation to that
'
ing destroyed.
effort.
e

'

that tne

fln-an- d

be-ha-

NUEVO

COMPEL RESPECT

LARECO

IN

DANOEE

j

.

:

,

Cast Off the Old

Put On the New

Randolph Wants Hi Road
Nogales, Ariz., March
(iayou, former Madero consul ha- now representing the insurgent
o Sonora, left
toifay for
Tucson, to confer with Epes Randolph
general manager of (he Southern Pacific in Mexico.
Randolph had made a demand that
the road be returned to the owners.
The state troops are operating trains
on various branch lines, and the commercial business is said to be interfesv
ed with.
lS.--r.i-

By

JOHN

P. FALLON.

days more to
Don't put off
buying your Easter suit a moment longer.
Have you ever stopped to
think how the custom of wearing new things at Easter came
about?
Some thought of it may be
found In the Resurrection, the
world reborn, casting aside its
old clothes and taking on
and new ideals. It Is
the close of winter and Mother
Earth dons a new suit of green
in lionor of springtime.
to be as well
So., in order
dressed as Mother Earth, we
must have new hats, new suits,
new shoes, new gloves and new
things of all kinds. They must
be just right In texture, in cut,
in color and contrast They
must bo of the right quality
and right price..
Tho merchants of Las Vegas
have been preparing for Easter
and springtime ever sisce tho
first snowfall. They are well
prepared. Read their advertisements In The Optic closely and
constantly every day and keep
well informed regarding all the
new things. Then you will be
able to purchr.se your springtime apparel r.t the right store
and at tho ri.;lt price.
Only

STATES WILL

TO

March 18. Three
Naco,
Ariz.,
London, March 18. The methods of
the government in dealing with mili- bridges were burned during tho night
tant suffragettes were discusjed in on the Southern Pacific branch below
heated fashion in the house of com- Naco, supposedly to prevent etate
mons today. One of the unionist troops from moving by rail close to
members, Harold Smith, declared that the border town where OJeda's federthe passive submission of the authori- als remain fortified. Twenty more
ties to "hunger strikes" and subter federal Taqui Indians have deserted
fuges had brought ridicule on the ad Ojeda and are held by United States
troops here. It Is not expected that
ministration of the law.
forces can or"The country facea mob rule," he the constitutionalist
movement
Naco bea
ganize
against
"and
measures
are
emergency
urged,
necessary. The home secretary - has fore tomorrow.
reduced the administration of the law
to a farce.. The natural consequence
To Protect Nuevo Laredo.
is that the1 mob is taking the law into
Mex., March IS. G Tit-Monterey,
its own hands, r
'
Aubert
ai
today sent 2
Trucy
"It la a disgrace to a civilized coun;
Ert;:;cmuem
with
troops
try that women are allowed openly to
sist in the protection, of w u
boast that they are criminally condo, on the United Stares f .,i ,.
spiring to break the law, and that no
the attack of tiie Carranza
thing can deprive them of their liber- against
rebels.
Another column of governty. The home' secretary ought to proment troops has been sent from Monclaim unlawful the meetings of the
to capture 80 rebels "who have
militant suffragettes, but his only at- terey
taken
possession of San Nicolas Hitempt to remedy the situation thus
about five miles array.
dalgo,
far has been a few puerile and futile
A
column
of 400 federal troops comefforts a forcible feeding, barbaric in
manded by General Aubert defeated
their cruelty."
Mr. Smith turned on the home sec- 500 followers of Carranza at Petrero,
demanded in the state of Nuevo Leon, yester
retary and dramatically
day. The reports received here to
that he resigned from the cabinet.
"You are a lopeless failure, sir," he day say that the federals lost 17 killshouted. "This present serious state ed and the rebels 28. The rebels reof affairs can be handled only by treated toward the north, followed by
the federals, .who later occupied Til- - t
strong men."
I
laldama.
f
A group of rebels has taken poases- sion of lcamole in the northwest part j
:
of the state of Nuevo Leon.

Easter

UNITED

BSICQES

DECLARES THAT IT ALLOWS SUF- - GENERAL TRUCY AUBERT SENDS
SOLDIERS TO ASSIST THE
FRAGETTES
TO
BOAST OF
GARRISON.
BREAKING STATUTES

BURNING TO DEFRAUD
ARSON,
AND CONSPIRACY TO COLLECT

.

BURNING

-'

IT SOME HAVE SEVERAL CHARGES UNABLE

BEFORE

FEDERALS

SENSATION

TO PREVENT
THE GOVERNMENT
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SHOWN ITSELF WEAK AND IN.
RIVALS' TROOPS.
COMPETENT

ARE PROMIN
OF CITY OF
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If
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OF WOMEN

SMITH

ENT

CONSTITUTIONALISTS CLOSE
UPON THE MEXICAN BOR-
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AL-
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new-appar-

Trace of Carrancistas Lost
Laredo, Tex.," March" IS. All trace
of the CarrauclsUis who yesterday
dashed into Nuevo Laredo with.
woman leader was lost today. Ta jr
had left the camp south of the city
where yesterday they appeared to bd
preparing to renew their attack,
Perietal defenders of Nuevo
today that reinforcements
were 40 miles south of the city
the track and should' xeacti
Nuevo Laredo tomorrow.
LareJa-announce-

d

Lack of Financial Confidence
Washington, March IS. Susposs
and general lack of conidoc-la
commercial circles in Mexico, e?pdaily in tho northern part of the
country, are reflected in, stalo depart
meat advices confirming reports of
the fight between federals end rtrl.ib
at NueVO Laredo rPternt-- . Tin
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of Public lastradion Tells About the
AsoSotl and Believes it May Be Used for Manufacturing the
Serum Used by Dr. Friedmann in His Cure fcr Tuberculosis
Describes Cure of "Lunsers" by the Use of Turtle "Dope
Savs "Raw" Material Is Easily Fonnd All Over New Mexico
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CO A"

Easter comes so early this year that a coat will be a necessity at
least for a part of the day. Have you included such a garment in
your Spring outfit? Why not look at our line of "Wooltex" and
"Printzess" coats and make your selection while the stock is com-
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FIGURES SHOW A GREAT WASTEFULNESS OF HUMAN LIFE IN
GOTHAM TOWN

IMMENSE MOTOR SHOW WILL BE
PART OF THE SAN FRANCISCO EXPOSITION.

New York, March 18. That New
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FALLING HAIR OR
CENT

SAVE YOUR HAIR! DANDERINE
FALLING HAIR AT ONCE
If you care for ueovy hair,

"

DESTROYS DANDRUFF AND 8TOPS
GROWS HAIR, WE PROVE IT.
loosen and die; then
the hair falls out fau
If your hair has been neglected
and ls thin, faded, dry, scraggy or
too oily, don't hesitate, but get a 25
cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
at any drug store or toilet counter;
apply a little as directed and ton
minutes after you will Bay this wis
the beBt investment you ever made.
We sincerely believe, regardless of
everything else advertised that If you
desire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair
and lots of It no dandruff no itching scalp and no mrre falling.hair
you must use Knowltor's Danderine.
If evertually why not now. A 25
cent bottle will truly maze you.

that roots famish,

glistens with beauty and la radiant
with life; has an Incomparable softness and ls fluffy and lustrous you
must use Danderine, because noth'ng
else accomplishes so much for the
hair.
Just one application of Knowlton's
Danderine will double d beauty of
your hair, besides it Immediately
dissolves every particle of dandruff;
you cannot have nice, hetvy, healcby
ihair If you have dandruff. This
scurf robs the hair of its
and if not
strength and its very 11.
overcome It producer a feverishneBS
and itching f tboe scalp; the hair

v

A

the proper name of this new arrival,
but more colloquially he is known as
the bat fish. Because of his peculiar
construction he Is able to move about
on land, to swim and to fly. He ls
equipped with several fins of a peculiar character which make him look
like a saw in repose and which may
be taken for fins, legs or wings according to the particular mode of progression In which he happens to he
engaged. Likewise he is equipped with
a versatile tail, Bhaped like the head
of a spear, which can be used for a
variety of purposes, such as picking
up small fish on his way home for

dinner, or interfering with the projects of his natural enemies. At present this queer arrival is only seven
inches long, but as he is very young
his size is expected to increase
Because of his curious habits
of locomotion the Aquarium authorities beiieve that he will shortly become their moat Interesting exhibit,
since it Is prohablq that a walking fish
will attract even more attention than
the diminutive sea horses which look
so much like the chess pieces known
as knights.

WOMAN ESCAPES
OPERATION
By Timely Use of Lydia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable

-

Compound.
Here

i.s

her own statement.
" I feel it a duty I owe

Cary, Maine.
to all suffering

women to tell what
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Com-

pound did for mo.
One year ago I found
myself a terrible sufferer. I had pains
in both sides and
such a soreness I

could

scarcely
up at
My back

straighten
times.

ached, I had no ap-- ;
petite and was s;
nervous I could not sleep, then I woulj
be so tired mornings that 1 could scarcely
get around. It seemed almost impossible to move or do a bit of work and I
thought I never would be any better until I submitted to an operation. I commenced taking Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and soon felt like a
new woman. I had no pains, bleptwell,
had good appetite and was fat and
could do almost all my own work for a
family of four. I shall always feel
that I owe my pood health to your medicine. "-IIaywaro Soweiss, Cary,
Maine.
If you are ill do not drag along until
an operation ia necessary, but at once
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
Mrs.

To its collection of queer citizens'
New York has just added the first one
who, without artificial aid of any sort,
3 able to move in the water, In air or
on land; that is. to swim, fly, or walk.
If you liavc the slightest doubt
The new citizen is not, however, a that 'Lydia 13. l'inkham's Vijreta-bl- c
will help you,writo
human being, but the most versatile to Compound
Lydia K.l'inkliam SIeilii
fish which ever trod the earth and his (coniilential)Lynn,Mass., for adhome will be in the Aquarium at Bat- vice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a w oman,
tery Park. Ogcocepalus Radiatug is
held In

ineo.

and

X

.

d

s,

n

scale with a dog as a passenger, but
when the fuse of the giant rocket was
Ignited with the man sitting in his
compartment the charge proved too
heavy for the material, and the
ricket instead of rushing skyward simply burst into thousands of pieces. By
some miraculous chance Law
who,
was thrown about DO feet received only minor cute and bruises. Whether
another attempt will be made to sky
rocket him off the earth It Is not
known, 'but it seems improbable that
any feat of a more foolhardy character ls likely tjp excite New Yorkers
for many years to come.
One More Form of Graft
As a result of the recent decision
of the appellate term of the supreme
court that owners and operators of
restaurants actually are responsible
for the coats, hats and umbrellas of
their guests even though they display
signs to the contrary .has added another and a new line of graft, to the
city's already long list. As soon as
those citizens of New York who are
always ready for some new means
of making money without the expenditure of physical labor have digested
the decision which awarded $40 damages to a customer for an overcoat
stolen In such a restaurant, a new
route to easy affluence and square
meals appeared. The get rich easy
scheme as described by one vexed
restaurant man is operated as follows:
Two confederates come in, one with
a coat, the other coatless. They sit
at separate places and order ten cents
worth of food. The coatless one gets
up first and takes his pal's coat He
goes out Then, the original coat owner gets up to find his garment gone.
Immediately follow threats of an
suit, and subsequently offers
to compromise for cash. It the owner
Is foolish enough to accept the latter,
it is practically certain that he is the
victim of a swindle. The popularity
of this new scheme Is Indicated by
the statement of one of the largest
operators of low priced eating places
in the city. "It's, simply giving all
the crooks In town a chance for easy
money. If this decision stands we will
have lawsuits on our hands all the
year around. They've been at me
like flies after a molasses barrel since
this decision. I've done the only thing
I can, which Is to tell them to go
ahead and sue if they want to." In
the meantime the new graft progresses
merrily and the number of claims
made dally for alleged lost overcoats
ls becoming so great as to Indicate
that If they are true the city may soon
become coatless.
Walking Fish Comes to New York

.
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DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING
POWDER is the one great baking powder, for over half a century
known and celebrated for its purity, strength, and keeping quality.
Its use assures the food against
alum and all forms of unwholesome adulterations that go with

s,
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Medal and Diploma for Superiority
over all competitors at the great
World's Fair and at all fairs and
expositions wherever exhibited.

ITCHY SCALP-- 25

y

ihe questions answered below are
general in character; the symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice, free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, Colstreets.
lege Bldg., College-EIlwooDayton, Ohio, enclosing
stamped envelope for rep'y. Full
name and address must be given but
only initials or fictitious name will
be used in my answers. The prescriptions can be filled at any
drug store Any druggist can
order of wholesaler.

'
San Francisco, March 18. A
)
exhibition of automo
'
: i
,
, ,
biles and motorcycles, motor acces''--'
sories, and all phases of motor transI
"J
" ,
portation, will be one of the most disI .T' ' ' - r?.: .
tinctive features of the Panama-Pacifi- c
.
International exposition, in San
.f In
1915.
"
Francisco
So vast in exP;
j
panse and so rich in mechanical and
"Distress" wrwites: "My hair is so
artistic eocomplishment will this imindigestion and constipation as it
and straggling i wish you could leads to more serious
mense exhibition be tnat it prom- oily
trouble, very
ten me something to make it soft
caused1 by
ises to utterly dwarf anything of the
ii
appendicitis
frequently
and fluffy,
it makes me positively this neglect. Begin at once and take
kind that has ever been attempted.
homely. I also have a great deal of tablets
triopeptine. These are packed
Every phase of the advance in the dandruff."
in sealed cartons with full directions
automobile industry will be illustratAnswer: Many women would be for taking.'
ed; many new wtypes of automobile
manufactures wfil be shown to the more beautiful if they had soft, fluffy
hair. I can tell you a very
"Laura S." writes: "1 am so tired
public for the first time.
simple
The exhibition will be contained in remedy, one .hat will make your hair and nervous all the time that I can
a special palace solely devoted to soft and fluffy, it win cure dandruff, scarcely drag one foot after the othmotor transportation
and it wyi itching scalp and lustreless and fall- er. It is very hard for me as I have
stand apart and distinct from the ing hair. Ask your drugist for a 4 to work. My appetite is also very
Palace of Transportation which is Be- oz. jar of plain yellow minyol and use poor."
Answer: What you need is a good
ing erected by the exposition.' Auto- according to directions, and you will
mobile hall will be ereced primarily be surprised to note the difference tonic , restorative treatment. Taice
the tonic prescribed below and you
,
for the benefti :f American manufac- in your hair.
will soon be strong and healthy and
turers of automobiles, motorcycles,
"Fred W." writes: "I suffer with will not have that tired feeling. Syrmotor boats, aeroplanes and motor
headache,
indigestion, nervous lebil-it- y up of hypophosphltes comp. 5 ozs.,
accessories.
also thin almost to tne tincture cadomene, 1 oz., mix, and
am
and
Satisfied that the pnysical area of
the transportation exhibit building danger point. What can bo done lor take a teaspoonful before each meal.
This should be continued for several
diu not permit an allotment of space me?''
Answer: You can very readily ov- weeks until you feel perfectly strong.
sufficient to accommodate automobile
m ' m
m
ercome these difficulties by using
manfacturers and the allied indus-trieMrs.
W.
W.
Can 1 safeC.
writes:
three-graie
n
all of whicn are classified
tablets.
the exposition Transportation Palace, They are put up in sealed cartons ly take off 40 pounds of fat? I weigh
the National Assoclatior of Automo- with full directions. These are high- 180 pounds; too much for my height."
Answer: Yes; you can by taking,
bile Manufacturers requested permis- ly recommended by physicians, and
sion to erect a building at their own if used according to directions you as per the directions which accomarbo.lene tablets, put up
expense in order to obtain space nec- will soon be rid of headache, your in- pany
In
tubes
sealed
and sold by
an
will
for
the
such
exhibition
fif
be
will
digestion
essary
gone aud you
druggists. They are safe for
Industry as ikeirs. After nearly a gain from 10 to 30 pounds. Thesa
year of negotiations between the ex- tablets should be taken regularly for any fleshy person to take.
mm
position management and the Na- several months, and you can depend
"Anna
"I have taken
R,"
writes:
on
tional association, en agreement has
gaining fiesh.
medicine from several doctors for av,
been reached under which there will
"Lee" writes:
be erected a palace solely devotad
"l have tried so er and kidney trouble and constipato the exhibition of automob'Jes, and many remedies for rheumatism that tion, but It does not seem to help m5
all that pertains to the motor indus- I am almost afraid to try any more, at all. My skin Is sa'ilow, I have contry. This palace which ill be erect- but if you can tell me a sure cure I stant headaches, and dizzy jspells.
What shan I do."
ed at a cost
several hundred thou- will try It."
sands of dollars, will cover an. area
Answer: The best remedy that 1
Answer. Do not be disheartened
of about 210,000 square feet, or more
because you have not been able to know for your trouble ls three grain
than five acres. It will be about four find
tablets (npt sulphur tablets)
something that would cure your Bulpherb
times as large as the Colisesum at rheumatism for
are
These
packed in sealed tubes
you can be cured if
with full directions. Most of the remChicago and in it could be put four you will take what I tell
Get
you.
or five Madison Square Gardens of from
the drug store: Iodide of po- edies only rellev but if you will take
New York. No single industry has
tassium, 2 drams; sodium silicylate. the sulpherb tablets regularly for a
ever presented an exhibit on half so 4
few weeks you will be cured. This
drams; wine of colchlcum, one-hal- f
vast a scale.
will purify the blood and your skin
oz.;
comp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz.;
In view of the international charac- comp. esence cardiol, 1 oz.; and syr- will lose that sallow look.
m
a
ter of the exposition and its impor up sarsaparilla, 5 ozs. Mix an.l take
"Busy Mother" Bedwettlng can
tance to automobile manufacturers a tpflspocnfui at meal time and again
be easily cured In children by giving
and of the opportunities for trade ex before going to bed.
them the following: Tincture cubebs.
pansion, the automobile manufactur
1 dram;
tincture rhus aromatic. 2
ers are planning to make a dissplay
"Fern" writes:
"I have suffered
and
drama,
show
comp. fluid ba'lmwort, 1
in
automobile
any
unequaled
with a bad cough for some time and oz.
Give from 10 to 15 drops in waever organized.
I am also weak and tired most of the
In the vehicle division of transpor- time, which I think is due to the se- ter an hour before each meal.
a
tation exhibits, automobiles are thor- vere coughing. Can you give me a
Doctor:
"I
have
a'
very bad case
oughly classified- - The department Is remedy?"
of
catarrh
of
head
the
and my stomdivided into railways, vessels) vehicAnswer. Yes, your weakness is ach, bowels and blood are affected.
les and aerial navigation. This space
due to, the coughing, but you can be I suffer greatly and would like a
will be all that Is necessary for the
cured by using the following: . Get a cure,"
of
exhibition
single models for pur- 2
oz. package of essence mentho-laxen- e
A. G.. Local treatment should ba
poses of award. It is quality not
and make according to direc- used as follows:
Get 2 ozs. of antithat
influences
the
judgquantity
tions on the bottle, then take a
Vilane powder. Use a half
septic
ment of an international jury. Tne
every hour or two until the
exposition has made provision for cough Is cured. This makes a rull teaspoonful to a pint of warm water;
Bnuft the water from the palm of the
such necessary space in the exhibit
pint of the very best and safest coug hand
through the nostrils two or
palace. This space Is free.
syrup, it your uruggist asjes not nave three times a
day. Then make a
But that it is totally. Inadequate mentho-laxen- e
have him order it for catarrh balm
by mixing a. level teato satisfy the demands of the auto- you of the wholesale firms.
spoonful of Vilane powder with one
mobile Industry, has been manifested
ounce of vaseline or lard and apply
of
by the number
requests for space
Doctor: What can I take for a baa to the nostrils as far
up. as possible.
already made to Captain Asher Carter) case of indigestion. I have suffered Also
a teaspoonful four time
take
Baker, director of exhibits of the with It for many years and nothing
of the following:
Syrup sarPanama-PacifiInternational Expo- I taka helps at all. I am also bother- dally
4 ozs.; comp. ficid
comp.
saparilla
sition.
ed with constipation.
balmwort, 1 oz.; fluid' ext. buchu, l
Applications from the foreign manAnswer:
You should not neglect oz. Mix and shake well.
ufacturers of automobiles are excep- tionally heavy.
space will be permitted;
The building, designed by G. Albert
arrangeHence the erecting of Automobile ments for demonstrating cars and the Landsburgh, 'the widely known archihall on a location adjacent to that conducting of the whole exhibit will tect, harmonizes
admirably with the
occupied by Machinery ball.
be along the lines of the New York general classic outlines, established
As outlined by Captain Baker, this and Chicago shows, no charge being by. the exposltioa architectural comseparate building, which ls to be de- made for admission to the building. mission. The statuary will be exesigned and constructed by the ex- Allotment of space will be decided cuted by Edgar Walter, who has been
position and the plans submitted to by the chief of the department of appointed by Karl Bitter, chief of
a committee appointed by subscribers transportation exhibits and a commlt-mltte-e sculptural decorations of Automobile
'
of the National association, will be
appointed by the subscribers. hall.
of sufficient dimensions to accommo- The whole of the exhibit will be subdate exhibitors in the method of al- ject to the rules and regulations of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
lotment and occupation customary the exposition, and for review by the won
its great reputation and extenin the special Industrial national ex- international jury ot awards.
sive mile by Its remarkable cures of
'
hibits. Assessments will be, levied
The cost of this building will not coughs, cokls and croup. It can be
depended upon. Try It. Soli by all
to cover the cost of the building, exceed the
charge for space at the dealers. Adv.
with a reserve fund for the adminis- New York and
Chicago automobile
and decoration. shows, which last one week, while
tration, lighting
There will be a uniform decoration, the exposition
period 13 ncerly ten
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
to be approved by the director of ex- months. A reserve fund for adminis sweeping over the town and yours
hibits and the chief of the depart- istration, decoration, lighting, etc., and old nre alike affected.
Foley's
ment of transportation exhibits. Jan- will be
Honey and Tar Compound ls a n"ek,
apportioned from the sub- safe
and
reliable
itor service and guards will be fur- scription fund.
family medicine for
Space may then be coughs and
colds, a. S. Jones, of
nished by the exposition.
given of sufficient area to enable the Lee Pharmacy,
Chico. Calif., s'y.
Exhibits may be changed if desired manufacturers to show processes of "Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
orhas
no equal, and I recommend it oa
and pew 1915 models substituted;
of mamanufacture, assembling
ders for cars may be taken on epaee, chines, as well as a presentation of containing no narcotics or othnc
harmful proterties. O. G. Schaeffr
but no deliveries of cars on exhibit all their models.
v.
and Uc-- Cross lrug
breaking

h

stab-bing-

xI
'tv!

'
I

record--

travagant city financially In the
country is also the greatest spendthrift so far as the lives of its citizens are concerned, is the startling
araignment made as the result
of
the
ot the
investigations
conservation commissioner of one
of the city's great insurance companies. Not less that 30,000 lives a
year are unnecessarily lost here according to bis report or enough' to
1
populate a good size city. The commissioner bases his statement on the
that this number of deaths
ground
is due to preventable or postponable
disease alone, chiefly because of the
failure of the city to build up and
maintain a health service large enough
:1
to cope with this problem. Out of
the $26 per capita which the city
spends to run its government only 65
eents is allowed for public health service. Even more striking, though representing a smaller total loss of life,
are the latest figures which show that
during the paBt year Manhattan's daily
average of violent deaths was more
than seven. In all 2,712 violent
deaths were reported in the 12
months, including shootings,
suicides, automobile accidents
and the like. During the year there
were 198 homicides. Of these 111
were due to shootings, 23 to stabbing, 28 to assaults, 10 tq malpractice,
17 to infanticide, 5 to gas and 1 to
poison. Gas continued to be the most
popular means of suicide, since' out
o! 474 cases 1S3 were due to this of the greatly reduced prices with
were by shooting, practically no inconvenience. In time,
means. Eighty-nin- e
s
28 by cutting, 3S by leaps from
also the stores will deal in clothing,
and roofs, 15 by leaps in front ot shoes and house furnishing. A sav- tralns or automobiles 32 by hanging, j ing of Bome 30 per cent ls expected
67 by poison and 2 by drowning. One and if this expectation proves true
of the most astonishing facts reveal- New York may yet enter an entirely
.marketed by these mortality figures is that new scheme of
of 412 persons found dead, 149 were ing.
never identified.
Altogether the
Limit of Foolhardiness
of human life
wastefulness
of
What will probably go down in the
charge
seems to be strongly borne out 'and city' history as the final limit in
it la hoped that a realization of the foolhardy attempts at dare deviltry,
existing conditions will result in a took place this week when at man atmovement for its conservation.
,
tempted to have himself shot half a
New Attempt to Solve Living Cost mile into the air in a giant rocket and
The most advanced step which New then to come to earth by means of a
York has yet taken in the attempt to parachute. That the attempt faired
solve the cost of living problem, and and that the man was not killed are
one which may ultimately be copied points of minor consideration in the
over
throughout the country as well as eyes of those who have gloated
since
ever
stunts
Sweeney Is
the city itself , occurred here this week such
famous
made
his
to
at
have
Jump
said
"food
of
first
the
with the opening
cost" store in which victuals will be from Brooklyn bridge The man who
sold at their actual purchase price attempted this last p'ece of superlacoisld-erablwith no charge for operation, salaries tive foolishness already has a
this
of
feats
kind,
for
of
the
record
or overhead expenses. In spite
of
Statue
the
from
be
to
jiimncd
store
is
operated
having
fact that this
e
"scaled,
a
with
solely
parachute,
company
Liberty
street
a
railway
by
of
walls
the
and
outside
skyscrapers
for the benefit of its employes
will not be open to the public, it will and stood on his head on top of the
be watched with particular Interest. flagpole on the 600 feet Singer buildThis store marks the completion of a ing. According to his statement he
on to a concrete
plan of the railway company to deal con fall two stories
without
with
the
being Injured and
pavement
practically and effectively
credited with
of
is
he
cost
generally
living.
pretty
of
the
high
question
a
Every article in the store Is to be sold having more lives than whole family
at cost. Salaries of clerks and but- of eats, bo that a good many persons
chers, rent and taxes, and all the run- seemed to be put out when the sky
was
ning expenses are to be borne by the rocket trip failed. The rocket
but
to
the
like
kind,
not
are
ordinary
Bhaped
figure
and
railway company
ir. the determination of selling prices. was made of steel and was ,tea feet
For
Any one of the 25,000 employes of the long and three feet in diameter.
company may buy at the store upon a stick a 34 foot telegraph pole was
presentation of a membership card. If used and the charge was 900 pounds
the pla n proves a success five other of powder. At the top was a loose
similar stores will be opened in Man- cover opening into a compartment
hattan as near as possible to the about four feet high and 30 inches in
various car barns. In this way the diameter in which Law sat with his
25,000 employes of the railway com- parachute. The whole affair had been
pany will be able to take advantage tried out successfully on a smaller

.
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CAB1NUT

OKOGRAPIIY

who have
Of the ;!U individuals
hnen appointed to the cabinet since
the foundation of the government, almost half have come from the states
of New York, ( which leads with 39) ;
Massachusetts. Pennsylvania, Ohio

and Virginia. There are 13 states, 11
of them west of the Mississippi river, which have not had a member of
the cabinet since Washington became
president in 1789. The other two are
Khode Island and Florida, the
2
states thus neglected
Arkansas, Wyoming, Washington,
rno two Dakotas,
Montana, Oregon,
Nevada, Utah, New Mexico and Arizona the two last named of course
cot having been states long enough
to secure such distinction. Of the
western states that have been honored
Missouri holds the record with nine.
Of the 313 cabinet members in the
1ast 124 years only 32 have been from
west of the Mississippi.
But President Wl'son has broken
two rather Interesting precedents in
the composition of his cabinet The
trans-Mississipbe-ni-

'

'"'
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TTESDAY. MARCH 1?, 1913.

MANY FORLORN SEEKERS.
Washington, March' 187 Humorous
Incidents attend ttks t'fS of yasft
V'&ile Secreing by office seekfys.
tary McAdoo was telegraphic to Bas-toand New Tork to (JiBpqver a man
whom he is seriously ?qiiRjderIpg for
assistant secretary or ne treasury
to succeed James L. Curtis, in charge
of customs, half ahundred supporters of as many applicants waited in
his office, although they were told

that the selection was practically determined.
,
The same thing, occurred in connection with the . appointment of
states treasurer, while the secretary
was sending a doen telegrams broadcast in search of John Burke, former
governor of North Dakota, who was
ultimately appointed, a hundred applicants were virtually heating on
the walls of the treasury "for admission,

vBurke was finally foutjd at Minneapolis, the announcement of his selection made and the arniy.offorlorn
applicants turned away. j,v
,
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TOBACCO TRUST

Berlin, March 18. German tobacconists and their employes gathered
in Cologne today for the first of a
series of meetings that are to be held
in all the principal, cities of the empire to organize a concerted movement against the American Tobacco
The threatened invasion
company.
of the American concern Is opposed on
the ground that it plans to get control of the German factories and the
raw product and eliminate the middlemen through direct sale to

BROTHER

LAWS

DONATO
COLANTONIO
ADMITS
KILLING
ANTONIO
MATESI
WHEN ARRAIGNED

THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE SIGNS A
NUMBER OF BILLS YESTER-- '
DAY MORNING

Trinidad, Colo., March 18. Donato
who "on July 30 of last
year shot and killed Antonio MatesI
at the C. and 3. depot, Huts
venp'ng
the death of his brother. Salvador Colantonio who was shot at VaHuz' on
August 30, 1911, .tppoared :u the district court this morning and withdrawing his plea of guilty to involuntary manslaughter. This plea was entered by his counsel Fred Clark, and
accepted by Deputy District Attorney Ralston. The defendant has heen
in the county
jail since the date of
the murder. The court taking cognizance of the fact that he had
already
served eight months, sentenced the
defendant to serve 90 days more, thus
completing the sentence provided for
under the law.
Matest was shot down by Colanto-ni- a
about 1 o'clock on the afternoon
of July 30 while a number of
people
were standing in the platform waiting
for a train. The two men had
passed
across the platform a few minutes before and strolled off to the east side
on the cinder path. They had been
seen talking together when suddenly
the shots rang out and Mates! fell
with three bullets in his body. Colan-toni- o
walked away a short distance
and was apprehended by Jack
and Deputy Sheriff Brown of
Dowen who were stading about 200
feet away.
The shooting was a sequel to the
atrocious killing of Salvador Colantonio who was shot to death through
a window of a boarding house at Val-de- z
a year previous. Antonio Mates!,
his brother Joe Matesi and Frank
Morelli were indicted for the crime.
Joe Matesi left the country and fled
to Canada and Morelli and Antonio
Matesi were tried in the district
court in the May term last year and
acquitted. The two men laid the
crime Upon the missing man for
whose capture a reward still stands.
Ever since the day when his brother was shot down, Donato had sought
to bring to justice the slayer.
He
had exhausted his means and out of
his own funds had offered the reward
for the capture of Joe Matesi. Colantonio learned that Matesi was in Can.
ada and on the day of the killing had
been to the sheriff's office to confer
with the sheriff relative to bringing
Joe Matesi back from Canada. It is
claimed that Antonio knew this and
meetin
Colantoni- that
morning
followed him about town.
Matesi
was armed as a .38 caliber gun was
found on him after he was killed. One
eye witness testified at the coroner's
inquest that Matesi had attempted to
draw his gun but that Colantonio
"beat him to It."

Santa Fe, N. M., March IS. The
BITHPLACE MEMORIAL
following bills were signed yesterday
N. J.,' March 18 The
Caldwell,
C. McDonald
by Governor William
movement inaugurated one year ago
and will become laws:
for the conversion of the old Presby-teria- !
House Bills
parsonage in this city, the birthNo. 141, Albuquerque
state fair
place of Grover Cleveland, into a nameasure.
No. 118, prescribing fees to be tional memorial to the late president
is now an accomplished fact Apcharged by notary publics.

Colantonio,

disirict court Saturday afternoon, returned a verdict finding the defendant
guilty of being, a common gambler.

relating to building and
loan associations.
No. 113, relating to and amending
the law relating to bonds of plaintiffs.
No. 93, providing for a display at
a
the
exposition.
No. 172, relating to trustees of land
grants.
No. 267, relating to
of
election returns by the secretary of
state.
No. 150, relative to women holding
appointive office.
No. 305, providing for the purchase
of land for a farm for the penitentiary.
No. 198, regulating the distribution
of waters and creating the state
board of water commissioners.
No. 165, fixing the date for publishing the delinquent tax lists for first
week in January.
No. 163, to provide for the appointment of
No. 59, providing'for an adequate
sewer system for the state buildings.
No. 199, appropriating $15,000 for
i.
hydrographic surveys.
No. 159, amending the act relating
to insurance companies.
Senate Bills
No. 186, establishing a system of
weights and measures.
No. 144, authorizing the state board
of equalization to fix values of property for taxation.
No. 182, to provide for at least five
months school in every district in the
.,.
state.
No. 63, giving electors in municipalities the right to say whether liqr
uors shall be sold or not.
No. 31, providing for a commission
form of government for cities. , ,
No. 18, to regulate canvassing ;by
correspondence schools.
No. 212, a county option bill.
No. 177, approving
certain ordinances of the town of Demlng.
Joint Resolutions, Etc
H. J. Res. 22, providing for the investment of the school funds.
H. J. Res. No. 19, providing for additional pay for employes of the capi-to- !
during the legislative session.
H. J. Memorial, No. 1, memorializing
congress for a just administering of
the homestead and forest laws.
S. J. Res. No. 19, providing for an
amendment to the constitution which
would give state officers a two year
term, and further providing that they
after
may not succeed themselves
having served two terms.
;
Amendment Filed
An amendment was filed in the office of the state, corporation commission by the Highland Cattle, company,
a: Nevada company with New Mexico
office at Lordsburg, changing the Ne-- j
vada office from Carson City to
Nevada.
No.

291,

Panama-Californi-

cam-assin-

town-marshal-

'

GREEN IS CONVICTED
Trinidad, Colo., March 18. A jury
president
reviewed the evidence In the first
to accept that
of nine cases against Eli Green in the

Wilson does
not.Jntend
gifts of value. He received today a
razor strop mounted in gold, but sent
it hack to the donor witJi a letter or
regret. The strop .came to the president because of hjsremarjks on the
value of a strop as a barometer.
Numerous other gifts have been re.
turned within the last few days. Mr.
Wilson does not believe the president
of the United States should accept
special favors from any one.

Ik

AVENGES MURDER GOVERNOR

?,'

ignored for the
first time since the prganlwitlon of
the troi eminent. But even more re
markable is the fact that not a single
New England state has a representa
tive in. the cabinet. New England has
furnished dozens of the 313 cabinet
ministers of the past, Massachusetts
alone providing 35, the second largest
mumber. Only once before has New
a
England been completely without
tobies of the naWILL ISSUE BULLETINS.
council
the
at
place
tion and that was almost 90 years ago. New York, March 18. The pre
The younger Adams, though a New gross of the 20 persons who received
Englander himself, did not, go to his Dr. Frledmaun's treatment, for tuberown section of the country for any of culosis nt Belleville hospital yesterday will be told the public by a daily
ha advisers.
series of bulletin
to
be
expected,
from the offices
was
naturally
As
of Ihe bofird of health. The first of
the
furnished
Knirland
larger
tjaw
v.ill not be issued,
number of the official families of a: iheii bulletins
the early president, with the excep hoivter, for n week, ns no change In
tion noted. Washington chose Tim tin toiullllou of the sufferers is ex- ' as 'peeled wtihln that time.
Massachusetts
of
othy Pickering
of
eecretary of state, Oliver Wolcott
Connecticut as secretary of the treaty
Massa-- j
tny, and Samuel Osgood of
Doctor
chusotts as postmaster general. Thoj
remained
members
Massachusetts
two
liemcdy for Coughs and Colds
in office under Adams, and later SamMassof
One
;:i,d
)lulf ounces P.alm of
uel Dexter and Theophilus
(.dead in,,,,
P
,,.,, j ,ruis,,( r,H.c
achusetts and Roger Griswold of
one pint Uuffy's ' fniro malt
c;i::dy,
came into the ca,binet.
wlnKi-y(We rcronunN-,iDuffy's on
again
and Connecticut
of its purity and known mediccabine
value.)
Put aside with occasional
scored heavily" In the Jefferson
stirring until the rork candy is dis:
inet, the former furnishing Henry
solved, then
for adults
secretary of war; Levi Lin- nie tabkspoonful every hour;
if the
Jacob
and
condition
is
acute, every half hour; for
coln, attorney general,
rlnldren
over ten, a teaspoonful every
Crownlnshietd. secretary of the navy.
hour; for children under
ten drops
Vor.necti.ciit provided Gideon Granger, i very hour until decided ten,
relief is felt
Madison
kept
llicse
ostmaster general.
simple .ipirredients, known to
and chose two Massachusetts tvery drnpgist, can easily be secured
f;,an-- er
and
readily mixed by anvone.
Dr.
.sr',f'r.
Kusiia, secretary of
secre- !.rorf:c. is ! Rw. Cauloii.'.'Mass., says:
Vv.
Crowclushiold,
R.
"Ihis
vastly superinr to the stcrefi-tvp- e
,.aP find
Reek and !'e a! cnmnierre and
Monroe chose the
tory of M navy.
of state 'V'"11 be ealkd
of Gika.1."
'..hi,
(.r Adam for secretary

t,.t
'li'i'

CALY OPriC.TUESDAY, MARCH

OPPOSE

GITS.

RETURNS

Washington,

ZGAV

When Adams

became president be Snored New
England.
Jackson; however, honored
Levi Woodbury of New Hampshire
with two offices at different times.
Woodbury continued with Van Buren
and John H. Miles "of'' Connecticut
served as postmaster general. The
first Harrison called, to t;he state
the great Webster, and David
Henshaw of the same state served in
the Tyler cabinet as secretary of the
navy, a portfolio to which 'Ceorge Bancroft succeeded under Polk, who chose
Nathan Clifford of Maine and Isaac
attorney
Toucey of Connecticut a
general at different tjines. Jaco Col-l- a
nier of Vermont was Taylor's postmaster general. Webster .returned to
the state department under Fillmore,
and Samuel Hubbard of Connecticut
was Fillmore's postmaster
general.
Pierce appointed Caleb Cushing of
Massac husetts as his attorney general.
Tcueey of Connecticut returned to the
navy department under Buchanan and
Horatio King of Maine was postmaster general. Lincoln chose Fessenden
of Maine and Gideon Welles of
under
Maine, the latter continuing
Johnson. Grant's cabinets held George
S. Boutwell, W. A. Richardson
and
Ebenezer Hoar of Massachusetts, and
Marshall Jewell of Connecticut Hayes
had Charles Devens of Massachusetts.
The great Blaine was Maine's representative in Garfield's cabinet, Ar
thur calling to hi3 service W. E.
Chandler of New Hampshire. Cleve
land went to Massachusetts for W. C.
Endicott as secretary of war and
for secretary of state., McKlnley
chose John D. Long of Massachusetts
as secretary of the navy. Roosevelt
chose another Massachusetts
man,
Meyer, for postmaster general and
still another Massachusetts,, man,
Moody, for the navy job Taft witched Meyer to the navy and chose Hitch- co
also of Massachusetts, for the
postoffice department.
i
i
No other section of the coutnry has
been so potential in the affairs of the
government as has New England, with
d
more than
of all the cabinet
officers since the government was or"

AXL PAPERS DISCONTINTJED AT
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR

'

.

J

Mln-de-

operating a faro game In the
basement under the Coronado hotel.
At the conclusion of the case the1
court took up a civil matter and the
remainder of the cases will be tried
the early part of the week.
When the cases were called Saturday morning Attorney Cooley for Green
sought to secure a continuance to the
May term by submitting a motion setting forth, that witnesses Important to
the defense were out of the city. A
second motion had a direct hearing on
the jurisdiction of the court, in the
trial of the felony charge on which
Green .was .extradited from Kansas,
The court overruled both motions.
The trial of Ell Gresn oa the second
of nine separate cases which' are on
the docket for the day In the district
court, was put off until 4 o'clock this
afternoon, or until the conclusion of
the civil haee which is being tried. The
Green cases will tako up two or three
and

.

days.

BRtAND

n

nought.

Machine

Las Vegas Automobile

7

Pbjne Main 344.
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Fowler Preps
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same period.
The house spent the

morning in
to various
amendments
considering
bills, including one relating to country courts In Pueblo and El Paso

V

,

i

.

counties.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., March 18. Cattle Receipts 10,000, Including 500

Electric Light
is the ideal
illumintviit.
Hocve your
home wired

Native
steers

southerns. Market steady.
steers ?7.859.O0; southern
?0.758.25; southern cows and heif-ers $4.257.75; native cows and heifers f4.258.50; stackers and feeders
$G.758.40; bulls 5.507.15; calves
$7.0010.50; western steers $7.00
8.75; Western cows $4.257.00.
Market
12,000.
Hogs Receipts
Bulk of sales ?8.909.05;
higher.
heavy J8.859.00; packers and butchers J8.909.05; light $8.909.10; pigs
v.
$7.508.00.
Market
8,000.
Sheep Receipts
Q flA
Yfl
Pnlrt.
.l..J ir..llnna
rado lambs 8.258.75; range wethers and yearlings $6.90 7.75; range
ewes $5.006.65.
1

.1.

i

NOW.

Las Vegas Light
& Power Co.
Matin 206

88;

88;

Wheat, May
July
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
March 18. Buying of tember 88
Chicago,
Corn, May 52,;. July
wheat by a leading long sent the market up today. The upturn was excited ber
Oats, May
July
by buying of flour In large lots. Opento Vi
higher. ber
ing prices were
to M, a gain of Pork, May $20.72; July
May started at 88
The September $19.75.
Vs to
and advanced to
for May,
Lard, May $10.70; July
close was firm at 88

54.
33.

53;
32;

32;

"

K fitllMinitHmr

1

uttH

to the belief that the list was thor-

Sep-

oughly liquidated. Bear traders were
impressed by the stability of the leaders in .the face of renewed selling of
minor stocks.
The market closed weak. Standard
stocks took a commanding position In
the market during the final hour.
Pressure increased notably, especially
against Steel, Reading and Union Pacific.
The last named dropped to
a
146, new low record.
The last sales for the day were:
Amalgamated Copper "....'.',... . 68
Sugar, bid
Ill
127
Great Northern
105
New York Central
114
Northern Pacific
155
Reading
Southern Pacific
98
Union Paclfio
..146
United States Ste I
59
United States Steel, pfd
107
Missouri Pacific
36

SeptemSeptem-

$20.32;

88.

$10.62;

September $10.57.
above last night.
Ribs, May $10.80;
July $10.67;
May corn opened unchanged to
and went to. 52
September $10.60.
higher at 51 to
net
.
The close was firm,
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
higher for ,May, at
to
a New York, March 18. There, was
May oats began at 32
of Industrial
liquidation
shade to
.
up and advanced to further
market
on
shares
stock
the
today,
32.
A lighter run of hogs sent provisions owing to discrimination against them
The open !n loans and to poor earnings of some
prices to a higher level.
higher of them. Low record prices were
ing was unchanged to
wtih these prices for May: Pork made in some Instances and there was
$20.77; lard $10.70 to $10.72; ribs little indication of Inside support
$10.82. The closing quotations for Important Stocks, after some hesitathe day were:
tion, responded to short coverings due

52.

710

IS DEFEATED.

For the Society Girl, For the Business
Woman, For the Athletic Girl "

Catherine Ave. nm Ascot
CJiim'H'k

i

i

i

Consunipiioa Remedy

Stylishness-Eas-

and Central

Comfort-Goo.

Service

d

,

--

models,

Ij.

Drug

y

.....
...
Tilts' cut portrays only one of our most po
pular styles, from a line of hundreds of smart

nine, I.

t'olli'l.

'

Bacharach's Coats and Suits Represent

In the yenr lufl.S I was
"(Jenlleiui'ii:
liilini . with n beiivy cill.1 mill a nnniy
'tniKh ami went to srvernl doelorH, In.
clllilllis a upeel.illst, Their iiieillelneH full-n1
then went to tlie CntHkills, hut
ihe coutfli ulill kept up,
stii.ved there
H
yenr .mid then went on u farm iienr
n very sh-(Ml
y,
u,nii.
Jersey
"My brother then reoomrriomled
Alterative to nie very highly. At
UrHt I would not consent to lis? it, owing
to the fnct thut I hud taken no runny
mnllriiicK without lieiim helped In any
It 1m now
way. hut Anally 1 cmiKentcd.
Hourly two years since I first took It.
1
I
now
mid
urn
euj'cd
dare say thnt I
would have heen hurled lone hbo if it
heen
for Kekmaii's Alterative. I
had not
vrish to thank ynu for the Godsend to me.
I
Wherever
(jo I highly recommend the
I owe mv
Alterative.
life to it."
i Sworn
AHidavil) .Kin. J, THOKSCHKlt.
I i hinan'K Alterative is effective in liron-fhiliAxthina, May I'ever; Throat mid
I. inn TronhlcK.
and In uplniililinK the
Hisieut. Imi'N noi contain poinoun, ophites
or
formlnj; iru;n. Ank for hook'et
telliim- of recoveries, and write to Kckunin
l.ahor.itory, I'liilmlelphhi. 'B.. for more evidence. For sale hy aa lead In K drfinlstn

Murpbey
Company.

?

-

.

ment excluding new mines and improvements from state taxation for
ten years. Senator Weiland then
proposed to exclude new farms and
improvements from taxation for the

W

Q.

show ynu.

EXCLUDING EVERYTHING
Denver, March 18. The senate today began consideration of the West
resolution to exclude new railways
from state taxation for ten years after their completion. At 1:30 o'clock
a recsa was taken without reaching
a vote.
In the course of the discussion, Sen.
ator Van Tilborg proposed an amend-

iK'jomU huuiiin juwir to p!i'f(inn
iiitrm les, 'i'lif uiiikri'H of, 'Efkmnu'k Al- U'fiLllvt1, a l'im:ly fur CullhiMi.HtjOii, ilo
nut (liilm
it will l'rsioi't- - uviTy one
to iicrfcof liMilll), Mil wi many linvo volun-tnfilti'mhi.'il it siivi.l thi'ir lives, th;i("
nil lio liuvo tlii ih', mi ttiw'ime 'nMmlAi
liifCllnnli' mill try H. It slpiujil slup tne
filiioti' up.
iiiglil siwt'ittH,t ri'diici! foviA-j- '
IMtilc ami
very iimny cnsi'M, pi'oluiiic
life. Item! what it nemmpiuiioil In Una

BATTLESHIP DAY"
In response
to the request of Governor Colquitt
this was observed as "Texas Batue-aMTiftv" in all the public schoolB
throughout the state. Exercises were
held to exoress the public appreciatloa of the action of the navy department In naming one of the greatest
battleships of the navy arter tne state
of Texas. At the same time small
contributions were received from the
school pupils to aid In the purchase
E.
of a silver service for the new dread"TEXAS

Anal In Tex.. March IS.

Telephone or call and'we will have our demonstrator

ul

Owes Life to Thi3

.

)VERLAND ffOD.L 59 T

propriate exercises to mark the
culmination of the project
were held today, on the seventy-sixtanniversary of Mr. Cleveland's birth.

Paris, March 18. The French gov
ernment under the premiership of
Arlstede Brland, was defeated today
on a vote of confidence during a de
bate in the senate.

It

AT YGUR COOii

FULLY EQUIPPED

11,050

..

'

.
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Spring Line of Silks Superb in Color

,,,'frf
;''Iiif
i

Blendings and Qualities
--

Charmeous, Fancy Jap Silks and Foulards are pro
fusely shown.

FT

THE

STORE

I

E. Las Vegas.
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OF QUALITY"
ft.

r
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PERSONALS
We have rounded up the choicest selection of all softs of
merchaadifce for Spring and
Summer. We know we need
not remind you that style, qual
ity and prices are fight when
you come to us.
Ladies and Misses Tailored Suits
from $7.50 to $20 00
Ladies and Misses Coats from
$7.50 to $15.00

All leading styles in fabrics
at popular prices. We have a
more and
popular
priced line of "dress goods and
wash goods than ever.

Hoffman

&

Graubarlh:

THE POPULAR PRICE STORE

I

MARCH 18, 1913.

FIVE

EASTER SPECIALS

j

r

V. A, Naylor of Mineral Hill was a
visitor here today. .
G. W. Logsdon of Raton waa a' visitor in the city today.
' A. O. Jahren of
Wagaa Mound was
a visitor in the city tccay.
iJ. S. Shoecraft of Albuquerque waj
a business visitor hi the city today.
Miss Rose Kellogg left this after- coon for Roswell where she will be a
visitor t for this week.
'
'Watt Cerk, a proiiuueut ranenei
of the Cherryvale dittrict. was a visitor in the city for, the day.
L. H. Gibson of the forestry service, with headquarters in Santa Fe,
was a visitor in the city today.
Mrs. H. J. Ruby left this afternoon
for Los Angeles, Calif., where she will
visit friends for several weeks.
i
,, Mrs. John McXearney of Rociad-arrived in the city today and will be
a. visitor here fvr several days.
- L.-- Ai
Nohr arrived in the city this
JleTjftpon from his home in Watrous
and will be a visitor here for several

A great deal of art
Ladies' Coiffures

INTEREST WORKS

never takes k vacation.
Money kept at home or in the pocket earns no interest and is in constant danger of being lost

now-a-day-

or stolen.

;

2.45

.''

i

f.

'

.

,

,

.

.

m

PEOPLES BANK
-

CAPITAL

for Easter at

:t

.i,

Open an account here and let yoar money earn 4 per cent interest.
2fo On Checking Accounts
A(o On Savings Accounts

We have a good assortment of made-u- p
BR MDS of goad quality on which
we are making a VERY SPECIAL price

,......

COMPANY

-

TRUST CO.
-

PENN STATE GLEE

H PLANS

Braids Made to Order
JOLLY DANCE

A
'

r
-

'

'
"

'

We have just received a large quanti- ty of human French refined hair in all

vvi

shades end all grades, 30 to 36 and 38
inches long, which can be made to
your individual order. We can match

.

,

.

,

'

'

f

-

JlaysT'--Y

J.

U1.C.

110.000.00

-

WILL

iM-AI-

AK.v.OKY

BE HELD IN THE
ON EVbNING OF
ihARCm Z.

CLUB IS COMING
WILL GIVE CONCERT ON SANTA
FE CIRCUIT MONDAY EVENING MARCH 24.

your hair PERFECTLY. Prices liberal.
Come in and see for yourself.

V

uiili

o

t

not be lead-er- s

if we

did

not

continually

offer better
merchandise
for the same

price or equally good mer-

IT'S EASY

III

-

.

1

1

We would

A. TAICHERT'S

it

1

Leaders

ALout Hi niernuei's

atteuued u.e
Secretary Phil LeNolr of the Y. Al.
ri held at the ar- C. A. has received notice from S. K.
Company
'
Mrs. S. L. Fisher, well
Mr. 'and
mory last nignt. Au the worn oi me Busser, manager of the Santa Fe's
Phont Main 104
known.' residents of the Mineral Hill
organization went off in good shape. entertainment course, thai the next
The basketball team of the company attraction for Las Vegas
district, were visitors in the city yesBring, your combings in and have
be the
held
a practice after the drill and Pennsylvania State Colelge Glee club,
terday;: and today.
them made into Braids and Puffs.
'
showed up in good form. The dance, which will give an entertainment in
P. X Emenaker left last evening
SUMMER ATHLETICS for Plymouth, Ind., having been
that is to be given by the members the Duncan opera house on Monday
of the troop on March 27, wity be evening, March 24. The custom of
called there on account of the illness of his mother.
a big affair, according to the com- charging five cents End ten cents in
AT THE
A. Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca,
mittee in charge. Tickets have been order to provide money with which
to the members, who are Bell- to engage the opera h'ouoe will Be in
issued
who has been in Santa Fe during the
610
Phono Vegas 340
Douglas Ave
them rapidly. .Another drill will vogue for this entertainment.
recent session of the state legislature,
The
ing
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
be held Thursday evening at which Santa Fe men and their families will
AND TWILIGHT BASE- returned to the city this afternoon.
TENNIS
to make reserail members are requested to be pres- have the first' chr-nc-?
United States Marshal Secundino
BALL LEAGUE WILL BE THE
Romero left early this morning lor
MAIN ATTRACTIONS.
ent The committees in charge of vations. Announcement concerning
his ranch at Estancia, making the
the dance are as follows: general ar- the opening of the ticket board will
automobile. FORUM OF LAS VEGAS
Now that the basketball season is trip in his Abbott-Detrorangements Captain G. E. Morrison, be made in the near fut'ire.
TO SAY Second Lieutenant J. D. Powers, Ser- The Penn. State uiee club is said
M. C. de Baca, secretary of the Las
.bout to close the manager of the
'
afthis
Y.
of
C.
returned
the
M.
athletic department
Vegas grant board,
geant R. Wv Smith, quartermaster to be a strong' musical organization
HOLD A MEETING
A. is scraching his head to dig out ternoon from Santa Fe where he has
Sergeant C. C. de Baca, Sergeant E. and the Santa Fe employes are conTO
for several
C. Thornhill, (Corporal Louis Laco-mopiarvg, for the summer season. The been a business visitor
gratulating themselves that Mr. Bus"
School
will
Basketball
days.
Sunday
Corporal Andres Baca, Musician ser has secured',! its services. The
league
GATHERING. OF NEW ORFIRST
close on April 1, ending one of the
floor Sergeant R. club consists of 26 members, all good
Clarence Hite;
H, p. King of the U. M. C. RemingGANIZATION WILL OCCUR
most strenuoua sports of the year lon company, wno nas unan u. visum
W. Smith, Quartermaster
TOBACCO
Sergeant looking young . singers and InstruTHIS EVENING.
and turning out during the seaapa Li'tfif ity for several' days, left this
C. C. de Baca, Sergeant E. C. Thorn-hil- l, mental musicians.
The Las Vegas
some of the best athletes in the a ternoon tor nis neaaquariers
ai
An event p importance in tUe
Corporal L. Lujan, Musician girls, who are crazy about college felstate. Tennis will be one of the ino&
of Las Vegas will occur tonight ALL ONE HAS TO DO IS TO BE Clarence HIte, Private Juan Baca; lows anyhow, will be present in large
Chris Goke, the well Known uain-jias- when the first meeting of the recentdoor Second Lieutenant J. D. Pow- numbers at the, concert.
.popular sportjj this summer with the
BLIND, DGAr AND UNABLE
Y. M. C. A. members.
Two courts
er and Corporal Joe ThornhilL
TO SMELL.
Springs rancher, arrived in the ly organized forum will ie held at
probably will be usea, but no defi- city last evening rrom his ranch, Temple Montefiore. The subject ior
A member of The Optic force renite plans as to where they will be making the trip in his Abbott-DetroH. S. Cummings of Connecticut has
discussion is "What Ails Las Vegas?"
OF C. DANCE WILL
'located have been made.
automobile.
and the speakers, all prominent men, cently undertook to cut out smoking. succeeded William G. McAdoo as
Baseball will be another of .the
Jim Whitmore, the well known cat- will endeavor to shsw their hearers Do, you think he was successful? If vice chairman of the national demosummer sports that will be. en vogue tle man from the Gallinas Springs what must be done 'n order to mane so guess again, pipeless he sat down cratic committee.
BE A BIG AFFAIR
at the "Y." A twilight league will district, was a visitor here today, Las Vegas go forward in a measure to read the magazines.
The first
in
his
be formed which will play from 430 making the trip to the city
commensurate with its resources and thing bis eyes struck was a picture
EE
,:
"
o'clock- - in the afternoon until dark- automobile.
,.r i
to expand. Some of tne of a man comfortably clad in a smokpowers
'
LOCAL CObNCIL'pLANS TO FURDr.' and Mrs. H. J. Hoag, who have
ness stops the play. As soon as the
speakers may tell what faults must ing jacket and smoking "Velvet"
NISH BEST OF MUSIC AND
several
for
Raton
in
visitors
baseball league closes the junior been
be cut out. Others may tell what while telephoning his friends that he
PERFECT FLOOR.
class of the association will start a .days, returned to Las Vegas last new activities must be taken up if would "stay at home tonight because
football league. "Association" ball evenine and today lert tne cuy ior Las
Vegas is to grow and become he was so comfortable." On. the next
Indications are that the big Easter
will be played lby the jun'ors which their home in Mora.
page was depicted a handsome busimore prosperous.
ball, to" be given Monday
Monday
W. J. Stehle, thy New Mexico repmakes an exoitiug game for the boys
ness
man
at
seated
his desk, complaThe meeting will begin at 8
March' 2C'at the armory,
evening,
and yet is not dangerous. It is plan- resentative for the Morris Packing
o'clock. Everybody interested in the cently puffing on a pipe while a packwi'il be a big success
from every
ned to make this summer the best company, with headquarters in Albu- welfare of Las Vegas,
especially the age of "Prince Albert" reposed near
viewpoint. A large number of tickthat the asccslation has ever seen querque, was in the city today on women, is invited to be present by. The Optic man impatiently turnets have been sold and arrangements
on the part of tils regular weekly business trip.
and with
Temple Montefiore will seat a good- ed over the page, only to find himhave been made' for the best music
the members this can be done and
Mr.; and Mra Gordon Raywood of
self
looking into the face of a happy
ly number and ii is to be noped there
obtainable
in the city. Those who
the
much success can be obtained.
in
arrive
city will be no vacant seats there tonight. hunter, gun on shoulder, briskly
Denver, Colo., will
attended the bail last year will
this evening and will be visitors here
Bucking away on a pipe said to con I
that the floor was in the
for" 'a' short time the guests of Mr.
tain "University."
BORN ON A TRAIN.
best
condition
since it was first laid.
T.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
GET TOGETHER D11EI1 The reader's thoughts grew fanMarch 18. Train Raywood's parents,
Norfolk, Neb.,
was put in ;'shape by Mrs. Ed
It
Raywood.
sawtastic when he
two handsome
service has not yet been completely
O'Brien, who has 'consented to superAllan Humphries, southwestern rep
of the deer family, dressed
specimens
restored in north Nebraska as a revise
fhe work again this year.
of the Johnson Woodbury TO BE WELL ATTENDED respectively in trousesr and skirts
I
sult of last Thursday's blizM d, resentative
The
Simison orchestra will furnish
Hat company of St Joseph, Mo.r ar
and with their hats hanging on their
which was the severest in 20 years.
music. Mrs. Anna" Simison, head
the
and
afternoon
this
horns in a manner Similar ' to the
Not a train nas been moved west of rived in the city
COMARE THAT
of fhe organization,' 13 tJat present In
will be a business visitor here for INDICATIONS
old hat rack in the h'alT.' These acon
Hills
Block
the
Valentine, Neb.,
St. Louis where she has purchased
CLUB FEED WILL
MERCIAL
several days.
complished animals were skating on
route, in five days.
new music, burln'g Her absence the
BE A SUCCESS,,'
Mrs. J. M. Morris, who has been a
a frozen pond and She "wai; saying
A baby was born on a Northwestorchestra hap "been ' practicing, a
for the past nine
Ice was smooth while He was rethe
ern train at valentine. Neb. Also a visitor in Las Vegas
Th "GET TGGfcIliivi
prominent Las Vegas musician hav
this afternoon for Chi
funeral party headed from Hot mouths, left
cluD marking that it was not so smooth
ing played tbe piano part Mrs. Simiher husband, to be held at the Commercial
will
she
where
join
cago
Optic man
6.30 and cool as "Stag."
Te
at
Springs, S. D., to Chicago has been
son
has written, thai she will be here
rooms
evening
Thursday
M Morris of the Pennsylvania
reached for his pipe.v He found the
'
held since Thursday.
next
will be the first of its kind
o'clock
Sunday. 'The orchestra expects
Air.
From
Chicago
Railroad company.
seductive
tobacco'
allurements
of
the
to the
to furnish the best music In its his
on
iir Morris will eo to Atlantic ever given by the club. Asis an as- advertisers had caused him to break
tilt.
that
The Knights of Columbus
of
success
the
dinner,
tory.
will
locate
perhis resolution to forsake the weed.
CUy,. J., where they
dances always draw large crowds, besured fact, for the ciuo members,
If a man were blind, deaf and dumb
cause they have a reputation for jolrealizing the fact that now is and bereft of the sense
(
of smell he
; ar
unusual
opporan
to them
ly affairs.
presented
MIGHT quit smoking.
NKVY ADOPTS HELMETS'
J
of getting together and talktunity
Washington. March 18. The navy ing over the betterment of Las Ve
THE NAVAL PRACTICE.
department has ordered a small num- gas. ?
KNIGHTS
Washington, March 18. The big
WHEN
THE
beij of oxygen helmets to be supplied
The sole object or this ainner will GOOD VAUDEVILLE
gun practice of the Atlantic fleet
to (the ninrines and to all of the bat- be to devise ways and means of mak
will begin in Tangier Sound, March
11- 1t
tleships which use crude oil as fuel. ing Las Vegas a bigger business cen
24, the day after the Atlantic fleet
-f,
In the case of the submarines it Is
AT THE BROWNE
arrives from Cuba, and because of
ter as we'll as to secure more practl- believed the hclmrte may- - h& effica LeaV
the attendance of the secretary of
development,
incise
agricultural
cious whetr poisoned gases are acci- surrounding country. - Abie speanuiB
the navy and a number of other cabdentally generated within the hulls, will discuss the above subjects, as JUGGLING ACT AND VIOLIN PLAY
tVill
inet officers, and certain novel featas inpponed to. one of the submarines
ures in the target practice, it Is exING; WERE MOST ENJOY- well as other matters of public intwo years ago 'with disastrous results.
'
ABLE STUNTS.
pected to be of more than ordinary
terest, and opinions from various
the great oil tanks In the battle members of tha club " will be wel
Interest.
ships have been found to contain comed by the committee.
The vaudeville performance at the
The dreadnought Florida will open
deadly oil fumes, after they have been
Browne theater last night
y
as in
the game by firing at the hull of the
club member is not only
Every
emptied of their contents and it is
San Marcos. She will hive on board
Invited to attend this "Get To- striking contrast lo mat given Tridny
EASTER MONDAY
Intended .that the helmets shall serve
spotters from the otb fc battleships
Dinner" but is urgently re- and Saturday evenings at the Duncan
gether
as protection to the niWehnntcs who
'with
The
house.
to give them experience In firing
opera
show
we
not
be
and
to
there
bring
only
are obliged to enter these tanks and quested
control. The fleet 'thou"'will go to
him all the Ideas he has regarding clean and free from suggests e or
BALL
compartments. Their use also is con the betterment of this great commun- vulgar songs and jokes, but was hih.
an anchorage five miles out from
templated Jn the rescue of firemen or
IS entertaining. A juggling act, put
Cape
ours.
Henry and the ships will fire
of
BiiUerick FasMoa Sheets bojle.r tenders overcome by bursting ity
1 at moving targets, one ai:.jrlon each
Reservations for the dinner may on by a star in his line, was one of
P
strain1 llpes.
At
day engaging in the practice, beginbe telephoned to Secretary W. II. the most remarkable exhibitions ever
for March
i
seen here. A good looking young
ning with the Utah,
M'rhigan and
Stark at the Commercial club.
"
'
;
Ohio.
woman played the violin in a manner
MAN KILLS HIIVlSELK
illustrate the latest, smartwhich showed she was a master of
Chicago, March 18. As the train
est styles. Every design on which he had Journeyed from his
NO SENATOR ELECTED
the king of instruments and was re
A boxing stunt
is stunning, practical and home in Los Ange'ies was entering
Springfield, 111., .Mrirch IS. The
peatedly encored.
on' the lonar term
1 will ouarantM
yon to iop that itch in two (of a burlesque character was funny
4 eleventh joint ballot
Chicago today James C. Gordon, 3(
absolutely correct.
econd. A 2S cant bottle wiii pra' it.
reBiilted in
crowd laughing. The
and
States
I'nited
the
kept
senatorship
ever
sold
for
years of age, entered the wash room
I
have
tlutt
No remedy
other diseases theater was well filled and doubtless
no choice, despite Secretary Bryan's
COPIES FREE FOR THE ASKING of a Pullman car and shot himself in Eczema, Psoriasis, and allmore
Now
thorough
the skin hits
a larger crowd will- be on hand tothe head, inflicting a probably faiai cf
presence. The leaders were L. Y.
satisfaction than Uie
Dunran
Browne
wound. Worry over lack of employ- D. D. D. Prescription lor Eczema night. Managers
and
Sherman, reputillan,- wi!h 74; J. II.
uiK'd
this
and Fr.t
Browne
the
attraction
ment I believed by the police to acLewis, di!omat, wn?i
ior
this remedy.
I gura.nt
,
rr i
K. D, GQODAtl, E. La Vegas, N. M. In plant of thr-- DnncHr).
count for the act.
r
Agealt lor the Celebrated Dorothr Dodo"
, Short lor Women
AgtnH tor lie NEW IDEA Tea Cent Pttlena

Sole

A DAY

365 days a year, observes no holiday and

it displayed in

which is
of
due
the
use
to
beautiful
largely
BRAIDS and PUFFS.

'

24 HOURS

chandise at
lower prices.
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Stylepluskiyi
Clothes

.Your First

.

Chance

To attend a big,

i

be on

are leaders because they
are better clothes for less
money. They are the kind
that men particular about
their personal appearance
can wear with pride.
stylishly cut, fault-

it

All-wo-

lessly finished.

We are leaders because we are the only

store in town that
can sell you Style-pluYou too will
be a leader in all that
good clothes supply
if you wear this special suit.

s.

--

j jolly social dance,
following the sea
son of Lent, will

-

5:1.
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"Tbesame price the world over' '
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THE PALACE!
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24
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W.T'

Give Their
Annual

cor-diail-
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the Armory

THE FORD
so where any other car
will go

Will

Will go where other cars

not go
Will go when any other car
will go
Will go when
not go
Made

of

other cars

Vanadium

'

Best of Music

Stop Timi Cell!

Perfect Floor

-

&.$(nenuxm6 Son
-1

Tickets

Sale at SI
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can-

steel,

lightest, strongest, tov.ghett
steel known .making; it strouj,
light, easy to operate.
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i
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!
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SAW THINGS IN A NBV LIGHT

3 FLAGS

UNDER

LIVED

to

MARCH 18, 1913.

Tilt .'L3BBY REST ACBlJIT Afl

AT THE SHOW.

For YOU!
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Cumberland County Had Many Famous Factory Proprietor Brought
lize Value of sanitary ourrounu-Ing- s
Jnns Rendezvous During Revolufor Hi Workpeople.
for
War
Troops.
tionary
1
l
Scott Nearing tells in his book,
Philadelphia, Pa. With skeletons of
Religion, about a factory inspeconce historic taverns being razed
durinsisted that the owner of the
who
tor
Pa.,
Cumberland
county,
year,
the inBide of the
whitewash
for
famous
colonial
lactory
days
ing the early
its Inns, is gradually losing landmarks building.
factory stormed
that have contributed largely to the "'Whitewash thisI can't
afford it; it
owner.
'Why,
:he
this
of
the
country.
of
history
malting
me
cost
will
$1,600!'
in
the
eighteenth
Buildings that early
"'You will obey my order, or I'll
century played an important part in
the events that led to the formntion swear out a warrant,' said the Inspecof the Republic, are today but mem- tor.
"The building was whitewashed. On
ories or are rapidly passing into obtiis next visit, six months later, the
livion
greeted the Inspector cordially.
Cumberland county is unique In its jwner
" 'You remember the row we had
livof
distinction
the
history, having
the ibout the whitewash?'
ing under three flags the Rritlsh, and
" 'Yes, indeed.'
American and the Confederate
" 'Well, sir, that $1,500 was the best
Carduring the Revolutionary War.
out. The building
lisle, its county seat, was a popular Money I ever laid
for tan years, and
and
Harper Queer thing about balle,
touched
been
nadn't
American
troops
for
rendezvous
:he whitewash makes it look like new. girls, isn't it?
Parker What's queer about 'em?
it Is wonderfully cheerful and bright
Harper Why, no matter how long
ind the girl3 have done so much better work that I believe I have already they remain on the stage they never
seem to grow gray in the service.
got my money back.' "
,
J,
Mr. Nearing's comment is that every
'
HE GOT IT, TOO.
mprovement which makes a more
place pays. It is to be questioned
!iow many employers and owners of
aulldiugs.would accept this statement,
f a large proportion of them would.
;he first big advance would be made
toward real social religion. Buffalo

h
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ADVER

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. Al!
advert) mentt charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

;

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

liv-ib-

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS-

RATES

X

BEGAN GREAT CAREERS EARLY

1
l

c

-

'i'

'

ft.-

(war strategists, a center around whicl
revolved much of the theater of ac
tion of the colonial and revolutionary

periods.
The early tavern was first designated as an ordinary and consideration
for the welfare of travelers and a
to regulate the sale of. intoxicating liquors seemed important enough
reasons in the early Puritan days to
enforce the opening of eomo kind ol
public house in each community. Id
the General Court of Massachusetts made towns liable to a fine foi
not sustaining an ordinary. Ia those
days great inducements were offered
to persons to keep an ordinary; land
was granted, or pasture for their cat-lior exemption from, church rates or

was seventeen.
Referring to American actresses, one
might mention Maud Adams, perhaps
one of the most successful of Mr.
Frohman's "stars," who first appeared
on the stage when she was a baby of
nine months old, and was a favorite at
the age of sixteen. Julia Marlowe
made her first appearance in a juvenile production of "H. M. S. Pinafore"
when Bhe was twelve; while Maud
Pealy first played when she was three.

school taxes.
By the close of the seventeenth century the word ordinary was passing
into disuse In America, for the publio
houses had multiplied vastly and had
become taverns. The first license law
passed in Pennsylvania Iras on November 27, 1700, and besides Imposing
the duty of
upon the tavern-keepe- r
preserving good order about his

Unclaimed Lottery Prizes.
Many lottery prizes remain unclaimed. In France at the present
time there is said to be $600,000 in lottery money going abegging for want
of claimants. At the recent Brussels
exhibition lottery, the first prize of
$40,000 remained unclaimed for weeks,
but the owner of the winning ticket
was discovered at last Just before
the drawing of the lottery a young
Belgian miner was killed by a fall,
and buried, according to custom, in

house, provided that all such tavern-keeper- s
or persons selling liquor,
should keep good entertainment for
man and horse tinder the penalty ol
forfeiting 40 shillings for the use of
tho commonwealth.
Near the southwest corner of North
and Bast streets, Carlisle, Thomas
Trimble built a tavern that is still
standing, and during the colonial days
was known as an aristocratic publio
jlace, owing to the fact that it was
near the garrison and many army officers frequented it. Another tavern
Ja Carlisle prominent during the
period gained distinction because tn It were entertained Major
Andre and Lieutenant Pespard, who
were captured by General Montgomery and brought to Cumberland county, where they were placed on a parole of honor of six miles, but were
prohibited from going out of town except in military attire. This house
was located at the corner of South
Hanover street and Locust alley.
WRITER'S

his clothes. Not until he had been
dead some time did the advertisements for the lottery winner remind
the young man's friends that be had
bought a ticket, which might have
been buried with him. They obtained
permission to exhume the body, and
in a waistcoat pocket was found th
ticket, which, had he lived, wouli
have made him rich.

BRAIN

of Noted Mathematician,
Gauss, Dies In Denver, Colo., and
Leaves Odd Request.
Colo.

Twelve hours after

i

imd-rtnk- er

without

transit from the Iditariod district
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"Do you think your slater favors
my suit?"
"Well, it's all right if you come
through, but if you don't .she favors
suit for breach of promise."

REFUSING

A

CROWN.

C;

Chas. Tamme,

ally

CHAPTER

Re-

ar

eord)
Chaa

Invited.

fourth Thursday evening eacl
month at U O. W. Hall. Visltlnt
brothers cordially , invited. Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. TborniUl
Secretary.

NO. 3, ROY

RegUar con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m, H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
MASONS

PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple,
Mm. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.

a.

Vlsltlv

1 Knights

'"

Main

Telephone
wishes
few
cases. Address 706 Lincoln avenue
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
or. phone Purple 5102.
102 Mees every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglab avenue.at
"WANTED A delivery
toy. The
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
Rosenthal Furniture Co.
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
T.
Buhlor
J.
president;
secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer. '

GOOD practical nurse

-

EAST BOUND

.

Arrive

No.
No.
No.
No.

2...
4

8....
10

329.

For Rent

TIME CAKli

LOCAL

No.
No.
No.
No.

1....
3...'.
7

9....'

"

-

j

,,

9:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

DepaH

p. m

9:15. p. r

p. m

11:05 p; m
2:10 a. a.
2:10 p.

a. m
p. m

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m...-- . .
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p.
p.

p.

Attorneys-st-La-

POR RENT Six room hoUse, good lo
cation. Call 716 Seventh street

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
New Mex!
Las Vegas
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
DENTISTS
on the second and fourth Fridays
FOR RENT Eight room stone house,
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
modern conveniences. Apply 920
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
Galllnas.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommlo, Clerk.
Crockett Building.
Visiting members are ' especially Office
Main 11
Telephone
welcome and cordially invited.
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat,
Main 1W
House Telephone
511

Ninth street.

'

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first
Dentist
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Dental work of any description s
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 moderate prices.
FOR SALE 6 hole range and 2 burn
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 13
er blue flame oil stove. Apply 620
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
East ' Las Vegas, N. M.
Main avenue.
Sec
Charles
Greenclay,
President;

For Sate

,

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in"
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot he cured by the use
of HALL'S' CATARRH CURE.
.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribes
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D.1886.
'
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally and acts directly upon the.
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
B. P. O. ELKS Meeta second and
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl
fourth Tuesday evening of each jpation. Adv
month Elks home on Ninth street
LOST Gold signet ring with initials
You can say goodbye to constipaand Douglas avenue. Visiting brothM. E. R. Finder return to Optic ofwith a clear conscience if you
tion
ers are cordially Invited. P. D. Mo
fice and receive reward.
use Chamberlalnla Tablets. Many
ConD.
W.
Exalted
Ruler;
Elroy,
have been permanently cured by their
. don,
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Secretary.
FOR SALE

Lost

GOING

MOTHER CRAY'S

SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
AOartslnRdlinfforFeTerlnhnriia,

SOME

--

IleRflarhel
enntipation,
Stomach
Troublea, Teething.,

1

oV.

i

r

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery

.".

7&

A

Popular
Author

11

Our Ileiit Serial

.....

par

.. .30c per
. .

. . 40c

. ..

per

50o per

lb.
lb.

109
100
100 lbs.
109 lb.

Gil A PURA COMPANY
.

J.

-

a,.

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
arflwood Finishing 'Papsr Hanglnn
and Glailng
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
it Sld Plaza
Old Town

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

SIGN PAINTING

N. O.

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE.

-

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most

PETER P. MACKEL

AND

YOU CAN'T AFFORD
TO MISS IT

....

20c per 100 lbs.
. 25c

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Bar-nova- t,

by a
Most

..

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity ana
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vega Famou.

A

Story

b.,

.........

Many sufferers from rheumatism
have been surprised and delighted
with the prompt relief afforded by
applying Chamberlain's Limlnent. Not
one case of rheumatism .in ten requires any internal treatment what-eveThis limlnent is for sale by
all dealers. Adv.
Cold, La Grippe, Then Pnoumon.T
Is too often the fatnl Rennnnro T.a
Grippe coughs hang on, weaken the
system, and lower the vital resist
enee. R. g. Collins, postmaster,
N. J., says:
"I was troubled
with a severe La Grippe cough which
exhausted me. Foley's
completely
Honey and Tar. Compound soon stopped the roughing spells entl-el- y.
It
can't be beat'O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.-

lb, to

Each Delivery
2,000
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbi Each Delivery
200 lbs., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to
Less than .50 lbs. Each Delivery

1,000

'

Capital

RETAIL PRICES

-

Don't accept Kunple mailed KKKK. Addtim.
mr tuluului, A. S. OLMSTED. L Roy, N. Y.

A

a

HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Huntw

'

Roaring Western Comedy

n

ATTOKXKYN

,

REX BEACH'S

a

a.

rotary.
Piano and player, with
100 selections. China cubbard, din
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
H. D. YOUNG.
Ing- room table and refrigerator. 16
804.
NO.
Meet
CIL
second
and
Deputy.
Grand avenue.
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
' Pioneer building.
Visiting memACCUSED OF KILLING FOUR
FOR SALE Gentle driving mare, al
Invited'. Richard
are
bers
18.
cordially
case
The
of
March
111.,
Quincy,
so harness and buggy. 716 Seventh
Devtne, G. K.; Frank Angel, V. S.
Ray Pfanschmidt, the alleged quadstreet.
court
In
called
was
ruple murderer,
today for trial. The youth is charged BABY CHICKS Fine purebred sin I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
with the murder of his parents, sister
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
gle and Rose Comb Reds, Barred
whose
and Miss Emma Kasmpen.
Rocks, 10 cts. Mrs. Geo. Tudor,
their hall on Sixth street All visitfopdies v.ere found in the '"iris of ibe
Osage City, Kan.
ing brethren cordially Invited to atPfi'TiPchrnidt homo, about 12 ni'e?
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G. ; Gus
southeast of .Tuincy, which was de- FOR SALE High
grad Rhode Is
Lehman, V. G.; T.' M. Elwood,
stroyed by Are on the night of Sepland' Red eggs for setting. ?1 for
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
tember 29 last.
13.
Guaranteed. H M. Northrup.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
MANUEL A. SANCHEZ,

From Iditariod to Chitlna, more than
2,000 miles, the gold was hauled on
nog sleds. At ChiUna it was placed on
a train and caught between two snow
The Pompous Man Why, sir, I'm a
slides that tied up traffic more than
man.
a month. During that time the express
The Lean Chap When are you goarmed,
heavily
company's
guards,
ing to call the strike off and comfirst watched over the treasure.
plete the job.
!!

in!

In

lj

1913.

lan-euc- g

Dogs Haul $1,000,000 2,000 Miles.
More than $1,000,000 in geld waa
brought to Seattle, Wash., by the
steamer Mariposa from Cordova, Alaska, having been more than two months

(STER-n-

ALL GROCERS

p

MAIN

Wanted
,

Jones We had a merry little poker
jarty in our apartment last night.
ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Smith Did your wife hold a win
Notice is hereby given to all tax
ling hand?
Jones Yes, she held the poker.
payers in Precinct No. 29 of the
county of San Miguel, that. I will be
UP TO HIM.
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be
tween the hours of 8 a. rv and 5 p.
m., until the 30th day Cf April, 1913,
to receive returns if all taxable prop
erty. Those falling to do so within
the specified time will be assessed
by me according to section 4035 of
the compiled laws of 1897 and a pen
layt of 25 per cent will be Imposed
on those who fail to make returns.
East Las Vegas, N. M, March 15

5

Corning, N. Y. As an undertaker
Was preparing to embalm his body,
resident
Harry Brlgham, a long-tim- e
bf Ulysses, pa., shook off his shroud,
straightened up in bed and asked for
breakfast. After eating Brigham said
l,e felt better than he had been for
wveral days.
Brigham, who had been ill for a
lonx time, was found apparently dead
l.v his family. After spending two
jioiirs tryiiif! to arouse him, they gum-jii-

FRENCH--

J

LING) FINISH

Saxe-Cobur- g

d

LATE

GREY

Manager Say, I want a super to
take the part of a king You'll get 60
cents a performance.
Balkan Kings Speak English.
Applicant Sorry, boss, but I can't
A peculiarity of the three Balkan
rulers. King Ferdinand, King' Peter assume the affairs o' state for any.
tnd King Nicholas, is the admirable thing like that amount.
manner in which they all speak EngHOT RETORT.
lish. That King Ferdinand, a
and a kinsman of our royal
and
who
King
Peter,
tam'iy,
most of his life
has
Bpent
of
the
capitals
Europe,
The mathematician's in
grandfather.
brain at tho time of his death weigh-r- should be conversant with our
is not, after all, astonishing, but
1,492 grams, or 62.7 ounces avoirit is curious that King Nicholas, who
dupois.
nas reigned over his little nation of
herdRinen and shepherds for five and
"DEAD" MAN WANTED MEAL forty years, and seldom crosses his
own frontier, should be the most perDiscards Shroud When Undertaker fect English scholar of the three.
London Letter in New York Sun.
Was About to Embalm Him No
Doctor Summoned.

of his brother, Charles H.
Gauss of St. Charles, ,Mo., from heart
disease, Robert W. Gauss, grandson of
the renowned German mathematician,
Paul F. Gauss, and for 28 years editorial writer for the Denver Republican, diod hero from the same disease.
Ha was found dead ic his bed.
Gauss left a request that, his brain
be preserved,, weighed, analyzed and
compared with that of his famous

the death

NUMBER,

BEAUTIFUL
'

Sickening Worship of Dog.
Offley Wee Blackle, champion Pom- eranian, arrived at San Francisco in a
private car and immediately disap
peared, to be relayed along through
three pairs of hands to a mysterious
woman, who paid $5,000 for him.
The dog weighs three pounds and
four ounces, but the woman who wanted him would have paid more than the
$96 an ounce that he cost had it been
necessary, to get him.'
Offley Wee's ticket from New York
to Chicago cost $595. Rather, his tickets cost that amount, because bis custodian had to buy 17 of them at $35
apiece so that the dog might have a
special Pullman car to himself.

Grandson

Denver,

P

been said that seldom do Infant 6tage prodigies fulfill the expectations of the future. As a matter of
fact, however, many of our leading

actresses began their stage careers
when they were children.
Ellen Terry, for instance, made her
first appearance in. "A Winter's Tale"
when she was eight; her sister Kate
when she was seven; her niece Beatrice when she was ten, and another
niece, Minnie, when she was three;
while IJarion Terry played Ophelia
when she was seventeen. Winifred
Emery (Mrs. Cyril Maude) made her
Br3t appearance on the stage in "The
Green Bushes" when she was eight,
and gained her first success when she
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Old Thimble Tavern, Carlisle.
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English and American Actresses Who
Showed Possession of Genius
When They Were Children.
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Regular communication first and
third ' Thursday in
each month. Visiting
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' That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST vo someoae
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never hear !
your property unless it were advertised here.
Other, who read and an rfer ads. In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, article of asefulness of any sort, and rxuslcsJ
I

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyer., of all possible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

LAS

J

LOSES LIFE Simplicity and Smartness in
Two Up - to - Date Garments
FT.

i
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WITH GASOLINE IS CAUSE
OF THE BLAZE.'
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building.
It being early, there Were but few

on the' street and they" had their
hands full trying to extinguish the
flames enveloping the man, forgetting to give an alarm of fire.
It seems that Clarence Gott, tne
23 year old son of Mr. Gott, who re:
down from , Indiana,
cently came
made a fire in the cook stove but as
It failed to 'urn or ignite, he took
a can supposed to contain" coal oil
and poured on tne tire. It Immediately exploded, setting fire to him as
well as the building.; From the beet
Information obtained, the can had
gasoline in It instead ot coal oil.
Mr. Gott, father of, Clerance, and
man
passersby stripped the burning
flames.
in
were
which
lothes
of hie
Clarence was very badly burned
oKnut thn hnriv. face and head. In
fact, he waws literally cooked, from
his waist up. The gasoline had penetrated his clothing and it could not
be," extinguished and had to be torn:
from his body,
Dr. Lovelace immediately waited
on Wm and did all that could he done
to relieve him, but he passed away
about 1 P. m., only about five hours
after the accident.
H. Gott was severely burned about
the face and hands and it jvill be several weeks before he will be" able to
do any labor.
Nothing whatever was saved. The
whole family escaped on'iyin their
night clothes, not even having a pair
of shoes left '
For once, the day set in and was
preceded by foggy, damp weather,
with no winds.
As it was, with no wind at all, it
was a very hard fight to save the
postoffice building which was Just a
few feet north of the one burned. At
one time It was in flames but by
heroic efforts on the part of citizens,
it was extinguished. In the meantime, all the valuables in the office
had been 'removed to a place of safe-tv- .
Friendsof the victims of the fire
started a subscription to help them
out, anl a fair sum was danated.
.
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.Walking Costume.

Velveteen Dress.

ELVETEEN DRESS.- -- Very simple yet at the same time smart is the
dress we show here; it is in tobacco brown velveteen. .The skirt is
fronts and plain basque;
plain; the bodice is Magyar, with cross-ove- r
it fastens in front; the vest of tucked net being fixed at left side by
press studs; a lace collar finishes the bodice, the elbow sleeves being edged
with a band of fur. Hat of velvet to match the dress; it is trimmed with
pale blue ostrich feathers. A large stole of black fox completes the costume.
Materials required for the dress: Seven yards velveteen twenty-fou- r
f
Inches wide,
yard fur.
yard tucked net,
Venetian
Walking Costume. This costume is in champagne-colorecloth. The skirt has a wrapped seam down the center of front, with the
lower edges cut sharply off, leaving a "V" shaped opening, which is filled in
with material on which are sewn rows and rows of black satin ribbon; this
also trims the coat on the revers and at the wrists. For the collar, black
trimmed with a champagne-colore- d
feather
satin la used. Hat of black-sati-

By GEORGE CLAYTON.
As Lawrence Hale roue along the
tw,o miles of road which lay between
uiB uuugaiuw uuu iuo oouora ueep
Level gold mine his thoughts were
fully occupied with the girl who had
come into his life so recently. Whether or not he loved her he did not
know, not even now, when the kiss
which she had given bim still seemed
to linger upon his lips. But that epi-eode of the preceding day had cer

tainly awakened strange emotions
within him.
Leonora was a connection of Don
Luis Obispo, of the neighboring hacien
da. She had not been there when
Hale had arrived, six months before,
to assume charge of the engineering
works. He had not seen her, never
heard of her during many friendly
visits to the ranch, until a month be
fore.
Then, unexpectedly, she had
come out rrom tne nouse upon tne
veranda, where Hale and Don Luis
were drinking coffee together.
"Senor Hale," said the Mexican, "allow me to present you to my cousin.
But "cousin"
Senorita Leonora."
might have meant anything in the
Mexicah
dialect, from "niece" to
"friend."
Hale had bowea and the senorita
had smiled charmingly. He had discovered that she had been educated In a
Paris convent; she had just returned
to Mexico, and was spending a few
weeks with her connection, Don Luis.
They had met frequently, and ever
Hale had fallen more and more under
the influence and charm of the senori-ta'- s
flashing black eyes, her alluring
If she had set herself to
ways.
make a conquest he knew she could
have done so. But their friendship
had been, on the surface, formal, until a week previously, when, calling
at the hacienda, he had encountered
her alone upon the porch.
"Senor Hale,", she said, "my cousin,
Don Luis, has gone to Mexico City
and my aunt has arrived to be my
chaperon."
Almost upon the words a hideous,

-
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Materials required: Four and

wide, about eight yards ribbon,
five yards silk or ntin for lining

one-hal-

one-quart-

coat
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inches
yards cloth forty-eigh- t
yard satin twenty inches wide,

WRISTBANDS

WHITE EVENING GOWN

BACK

FAVOR

IN

Old Style Revived, Though in Much
Daintier Fashion Than Those of
a Few Years Ago.

Hail the
wristband!
It's in again. Very much so and
if you
you're not strictly
don't possess at least one specimen.
These bands, which take the place of
bracelets, but are much daintier, convelvet ribsist of strips of
bon long enough to go once about the
wrist. On the upper side of the arm,
the strip of velvet is secured by a
obor Inch-lonpair of
long clasps of engraved gold, hammered silver or carved Ivory. That is
to say, the simpler sort of wristbands
are thus clasped. The more expensive
kind are made of platinum or of gold
or silver thickly encrusted with tiny
jewels or gems or set with a single
large jewel or gem, surrounded by
others of much smaller Bize. Frequently several kinds of jewels ornament a pair of wristband clasps and
again a single diamond or pearl is imbedded in the center of a square of
precious metal.
It is possible to have a pair of the
cameo or coral
large
earrings made over into wristband
clasps, and, although in former days
a single bracelet buna or tnis type
whs rarely worn, nowadays it is commonly seen. Many women who have
inherited a collection of
ornaments are having them made over
into bracelet clasps and usually the
tack Is neither difficult nor expensive.
inch-wid-

e

inch-squar- e
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to Tampa today, the occasion being
the opening of the annual convention
of the Improved Order ot Red Men.

Every last man and
woman of the
ranch is
in
interested
deeply
the
of
result
the
coming foot - race.
Before it is run
there is all kinds
of fun and excitement Read about
it in our new serial
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RED MEN'S CONVENTION
Tampa, Fla., March 18. All trails
for the Florida tribes of Red Men led
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Had Met the Senorita Again
Rode Home.

By
REX BEACH
comedy romance.

'

Get the Issue With
the First Instalment

He

y

rebels are threatening this region,
and Don Ramon has obtained a captaincy in their forces. He threatens
to burn the hacienda if you come here
again."
e
So Hale went, and thereupon,
it had grown impossible, his
love grew stronger. And on the preceding day be had met the senorita
again as he rode homeward.
A group of Mexicans were lounging
round the door of the mine offices,
but the mine was not running. As
Hale dismounted the mine foreman,
Haggerty, came out.
"Mr. Hale, yon may as well go
homo," he said. "The mine won't
run for many a day to come."
Hale looked at the impassive foreman and the jabbering Mexicans and
guessed the truth.
"Strike?" he asked.
"Yep," answered Haggerty briefly.
"Don Ramon's In the hills with fifty
men and he's sworn to put us out of
business unless we hand out ten thousand pesos."
Hale grinned. "I guess he's sore
on me for private reasons," he said.
"I'll bring my grip over by four
And he turned
o'clock.
So long!"
his horse back toward his isolated

Tall Trimmings on Millinery.
According to the Dry Goods EconoEvening gown of ivory brocade with mist tall
trimmings continue the
draped skirt. The corsage is draped
in some of the imported
and
rage
chiffon.
with black
models this idea Is carried almost to
the, point of absurdity. Among the
Linings.
roost,
effective models now being
an
Green as a trimming, especially
In which the tall trimming idea
phown
eighteenth century shade of green, is employed is a black Milan sailor
will be a feature, particularly as coat with the brim
gently rolled at the left
linings for velvet and fur. Yellow and Hide. A tiny fringe of black goura
orange are also popular for this pur- outlines the brim and from the edge
pose. Much can be expressed in a of the brim At the left shoots upward
coat lining. Many of thene linings are a tall black
gpura aigrette bent at
works of art in themselves, and a lin- the top in loop form. The tall trim-nindeof
ing denotes proper appreciation
idea is also strongly emphasized
tails which augurs well for the essen- In this market. Question marks of
tial. A fascinating effect noticed in a feathers, ribbons, cords,
etc., ' long
tailor made coat of chestnut brown pointed sleeves,' flat spear-likornatweed was a lining of olive green ments of velvet and of various fancy
satin with a piping all round inside of silks, aigrettes of small flowers closea nattier blue shot ribbon.
ly (lacked together, and long spikelike jet ornaments are nil utilized in
his fashion.
Spring Jacket,
The 'spring jacket in the making if
Metal Coin Purse.
said to have a length of 27 inches,
An attractive novelty in jewelry is
which is longer in the back than in
the' front. - It will have long sleeves Jib tiny coin purse of perforated met
and will button high over the chest ;1 which holds dtmes and nickels. It
in the valley.
for the spring season, but It will prob- is strung on a fine neck chain or worn bungalow
He dismounted at the door of his
Bilk
rib
as
soon
a
Muck
warm
tlio
end
of
narrow
at
be
lowered
the
bs
ably
abode, tethered his horse, and walked
ets in.
bou.
wpfith'T
e

a roaring, riotous

at

withered old crone came hobbling
out upon a stick.
"Senor," continued the girl, "permit me to present you to my aunt
Senora Maria Obispo."
Hale .bowed over the old lady's
band and she mumbled at him. She
seemed to him the most hideous old
woman whom he had ever seen.
"Now, senor," continued the girl,
"I must say adieu. You must not
return. Don Ramon," she paused,
"is very jealous of you."
Hale knew Don Ramon slightly an
elegant, brainless youth of a near-bhacienda, who affected a fine taste
in saddles and silver spurs.
"I am ashamed to tell you this," the
girl continued, "but those are my
relative's orders. As you know, the

.
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Experience of Young
American in Love With
Mexican Girl.
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QUICK
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what
Early Wednesday morning
ou
were
Fourtn
there
few people
street were startled to see a man in
flames come out of the frame buildGott and family,
ing occupied by H.
'
says the Ft. Sumner Review. At 'he
same time flames began to leap out
of the doors and windows at the
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Into the trap which had been set for
him. Don Ramon was waiting inside,
with twenty Mexicans, and all their
rifles were leveled
uncomfortably
upon his stomach.
Don Ramon removed his hat and
made a sweeping bow.
"Senor," he said, "welcome. Will
you accompany me upon a visit to our
friend, Don Luis' house?"

TRAINED

"I shall bdelighted," answered
"When do we start?"
"At once, Senor Hale," answered
the vouth. and sent for the horses,
which had been tied in a clump of
brushwood three hundred yards' distant. When they had arrived Don
Ramon held Hale's stirrup, until he
was in the saddle; then be mounted
his own horse, and accompanied by
the Mexicans, they clattered away toward the hacienda.
The old crone was waiting for them
Ramon

looked

"Where is Senorita Leonora?" he

demanded
"She is gone!" muttered the crone.
"She rode out toward Sonora early

this morning and has not returned."
Don Ramon ground his teeth.
"When will she return?" he asked,
nd the old woman burst into a storm
Hale
of excited Jabbering, which
could not follow.
When she had ended the Mexican
turned to him.
"Senor," he began, quietly enough,
but gradually working himself into '
fury as he proceeded, "you are doubt
less glad that Senorita Leonora has
escaped. But you do me an injustice.
for my love for her Is too deep to permit me to do7 her injustice. My wish
Is only to shield her In these troublous
times that have come upon us. I am
particularly anxious to protect her
against you."
"Don't trouble yourself," said Hale
curtly.
"It will be no trouble," said Don Ramon, snarling. He turned to one of
his men.
"String a rope over the
tulip tree," he said.
The man ran for a rope and presently came back with it. He flung it
over the tree and tied one end Into a
noose. The old crone watched from
the veranda.
Hale looked at the rcpa and at the
Mexican. In that second he was calculating his chances. He was unarmed; he could, at the best, hope for
nothing but death by the bullets cf the
rebels instead of by hanging. Should
he plead for his life, or for an easier
exit?
"Senor Hale," he said, "though you
view death coolly, life is, undoubtedly, as sweet to you as to any other
man. You have a chance to save
As I have said, I do not
yourself.
want to harm you I only wish to protect my kinswoman. You shall go
free and unharmed if you consent to
marry the Senora here."
"Damn you, go on with your hanging," shouted Hale.
The Mexican looked toward the
rope and spoke a word. Two men
stepped forward and, seizing Hale, began leading him toward the tree. The
noose was placed round his neck. Two
others seized the loose end of the
rope.
They looked to Don Ramon
for the signal.
The old woman rushed forward,
screaming frantically, fell on her
knees before Don Ramon, and pleaded with him. Don Ramon did not
give the expected signal.
"Senor," he said to Hale, "surely
you will not disappoint my excellent
kinswoman by refusing her suit!
Your chivalry alone should prohibit
you from so ungentlemanly an action.
Come, Senor, I give you thirty minutes to decide. Speak with her In
privacy, listen to her plea, consideT
whether life be sweet, or whether
death be sweeter." He came nearer.
he whispered.
"She is eighty-four,- "
"She won't live long. Senor Hale, I
shall hang you greatly against my
will, for the Americas government's
arm is long. Be wise!"
He issued a sharp order and turned
on his heel. The soldiers forced Hale
Into the house and led him to the reception room. The old crone was conducted thither and the men withdrew,
taking their posts at the door. Hale
and the old lady were left alone together.
They looked at each other. He saw
the wrinkled face, the bleared eyes,
half visible beneath the heavy lac:

mantilla which she had thrown over
her head. She was singularly like her
niece in build, perhaps a warning at
what the Senorita would, become in
her old age. The caricature was horrible, and it made Hale shudder with
disgust. To buy his freedom in such
a way was impossible.
"Senor!" said a soft voice near him.
Hale started and turned around. It
He
was the voice of the Senorita.
ieard a low laugh behind him acinin
ind swung back toward the crone.
Before him stood the Senorita. the
mantilla raised and thrown back, tbe
bowed figure straightened, the fieyV
:lear and youthful and firm under thr
oainted wrinkles, the black hair just
liseernible beneath the wig of white,
"You!" stammered Hale.
"Si. Senor. Do you wish to change
vour decision?" she murmured de-

'nurely.

" he began.
"Ah, Senor, in these times an old
woman fares better than a younrr one
n Mexico. And yet I could not leave
"
because because I
"Because you loved me?" he exclaimed triumphantly, and clasped
ier in his arms. A moment later she
had resumed her veil, and tne old
withered crone stood before him. Hale
strode to the door.
"Senor Ramon!" he called. "I've
I'm willing to
changed my mind.
marry this old lady! Where's Father
Rmilio?"
1913. by W. G. Clmoman.l
(Cony-tirh-
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Institution Teaches Girls
Domestic Service, and Finds Great
Demand for Graduates.

Head of Surveying Party Sy Tfcoss
of Utah Were Constructed Many
Centuries Ago.
!

Berlin has an institution, founded
about two years ago by a woman.
Tbe object of the "Sister School," as
it is called, is to train
girls for domestic service. The students are generally daughters of professional men, and the curriculum
comprises cookery, housework, the
care of children, and needlework.
When application is made for the services of a "sister," the matron, or
pome other woman connected with
the school, calls upon the applicant,
forms an opinion of the situation,
and arranges terms. Each "sister"
must be allowed a free afternoon
every week, one Sunday every other
week from four o'clock, and a fortnight's holiday in the year. Six
weeks' notice is required on each part.
The salaries paid range from $7.50
to 112.50 a month, with, of course, 4
board and lodging. Sisters wear a
brown uniform, are treated as social
equals, are not required to take
meals with other servants, and are addressed as "Sister Marie," "Sister
Hedwig," etc. The demand for their
services is so great that the head of
the Sister school declares that she
could place 500 girls a year, Instead of
50, and similar institutions are about
to be established in other German
towns.

Cliff dwellings more than l,00O
fears old and buildings of eveiij
greater age have been discovered lai
Utah, according to D. B. Miller, as-- 4
sistant supervisor et the general land
office, who has been at the head orf
a surveying party in that state foi
the last ten months.
"The cliff dwellings we found iaj
Utah undoubtedly are many hundred j
of yean old." said Mr. Miller to a
"The'
Washington Post reporter.
were doubtless built by the Montezuma Indians. These Indians alB
built on the mesa lands and many interesting structures were found beneath the surface of these latda. In
Utah are three natural bridges thai
are more wonderful than the natural
bridge of Virginia.
"All are wider and two considerably
higher than the Virginia bridge. Ona
of these bridges has a span of mor
than 200 feet and the arch Is more
than 100 feet from the ground. It
seems almost to have been made by
man. White persons rarely hava
visited these wonders of nature.
"The Navajo Indians in Utah are ot
;ourse well acquainted with all these
things. The Navajob are essentially
They do not micgl
superstitious.
much with the whites, and few ot
them speak English. When one i
found who can speak English it Ut
pretty certain he is a sharper.
"My party went into Utah to survey;
the- - public lands early last April and
remained there until October. During
the entire time net a drop of rain
fell, and it is curious that all the
time we were in that country
we were followed
about by an.
old Xavajo medicine woman, who
persisted In telling the Indians that
so long as we stayed there no raia

d
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MAKE WAREHOUSE OF CHURCH

Sacred Edifice at Brighton, England,
Has Been Unfortunate Since
Its Erection.
To serve aB a cold storage warehouse for meat and eggs such Is the
fate of the beautiful Church of the
Resurrection at Brighton, England.
Built at the expense of the late Rev.
II. D. Wagner for the accommodation,
it is said, of the poorer members of
the congregation, and for those who
preferred a ritual simpler than that of
St. Paul's church on West s'reet, this
building first attracted the public attention as the subject of a curious lawsuit. Mr. Wagner planned :o build a
remarkably tall church, ani the owners of the adjoining prrperty, by
means of a lawsuit, prevented him
from so doing. Accordirgly he caused
deep excavations to bi made, and
thus secured the debired internal
height The Church of the Resurrection proved to be a great expense and
was closed in 1908, being, in the opinion of the present vicar of St Paul's,
no longer necessary for the purpose for
which it was built. In 1909, after prolonged opposition on the part of Rev.
E. F. B. Weber, one ot the trustees,
it was sold. Since then it has stood
empty and in disrepair, until the grotesque tragedy of its present usage occurred. The Churchman.

,

would come.
"We paid no attention to her of
course, but we had to give her a
thought when on the day we brokei
camp, within a few hours after we left,
the Indian lands a terrific Btormj
arose that deluged the whole country.!
I suppose that the old medicine wonvi
an is looked upon by her companion

as a supernatural creature."

ELECTRIC SLEEP THE LATEST
Foundi
Berlin jcientit Claims to Have
in
Disorders
Relief for Nerve
Humanity.

Electric sleep Is to be the great
humanity if
the expectations of Dr. F. Nagd-schmiof the Berlin Finsen institute
are realized. Some years ago Doctor
Leduc produced Bleep in animals
continuous electric currents
to the base of the brain, but the currents necessary were near the daiif.r
point, and the claim of Doctor
is an improved method,
a special alternating current irivi::?!
narcotic ejects without exceeding, or.
even nearly approaching, the limit of
safety. It appears that not only can
the number cf volts, niilliamperes ana
alternations be fixed as needed, buz
that the time the current will f!:nv
can be predetermined as well. Uih
consciousness is produced quickly,
awakening follows in a minute or two
after the current ceases, and the alter"
nating current not only relieves insomnia, but it has other useful effects,
speedily overcoming neuralgic pains,
and giving particularly a harmless
means of controlling the violent Insane without the straitjacket The
electric sleep can be deepened so as
to give painless execution of criminals!
or slaughtering of animals.
boon of

nerve-disordere- d

dt

dt

Xag.:l-Bchmi-

tost
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Rust.
One large railroad system suffers a
loss of more than eighteen tons of
metal daily, due solely to the effect
of rust. Thus far the only known
preventive is to keep the metal surface always covered with a suitable
paint. Some idea of the costliness ot
this remedy, however, may be gained
from the fact that It requires about
$10,000 annually to paint one large
railway bridge alone. A typical case
of this kind Is the Brooklyn bridge,
upon which a corps of painters are
constantly employed, as the weather
makes repainting of one end of this
large structure necessary before the
workers have reached the other. Although experiments have demonstrated that pure iron surrounded by oxygen does not rust, and that some acid,
especialy carbonic acid, is necessary
Ancient Rome's Manicures.
for the production of rust, the secret
The fmffy haired girl that holdaj
of manufacturing rustless steel and
Iran remains to be discovered.
your hand in a Broadway barber sbopi
for a half hour and puts your nailai
in
isj
shape for a half-dollLasting Joke.
an art that antedates!
practicing
How long will a good joke last?
Excavations in oldj
Caesar himself.
Who can tell? You have heard that
Rome have disclosed that hot audi
Canin
the
one about
good sleighing
cold water service like that In a big
ada, and how by putting on a pair of town apartment house, manicuring)
pajamas and sitting on a cake of ice
razors, toothpicks and hooksl
before an open window and ringing a sets,
and eyes were as common in the first!
bell one can get the same effect, and
as graft investigations ar
much cheaper. Billy Emerson, the century
York
New
in
today. The diggers
minstrel, originated that one over that the old Romans even had afoundj
hot-- i
thirty-fiv- e
years ago, and it is one that air heating system, egg poachers aniti
DeWolf
down.
run
never
Hopper
has
safety pins and cake pans. New York.)
began to use it in his curtain speeches Tress.
eleven years ago, and ever since, eight
times a week forty weeks a season, he
Rough on Reynolds.
has used it and it has never failed to
James B. Reynolds waa asWhen
some
are
there
get a laugh. Always
In the audience who never heard it sistant secretary of the treasury, Senator Root sent for Mr. Reynolds one
Hopper figures that with the addition
of a few score times at private func- day to discuss with him soma matter
tions he has "sprung" the chestnut concerning a trade conference la
which Mr. Reynolds had beaa
3,753 times. It is his one best bet, he Paris,
selected to attend.
says, and expects to use it as long as
"I suppose," said Mr. Root "yom
he is in public life.
speak French?"
"Well, yes," reponded Mr. Reynolds.
$20 Gold Pieces a Quarter Each.
"I know a little French. I hava
W7hen five boys commenced to sell
to make the waiters and tha
$10 and $20 gold pieces on the streets cab drivers understand me."
of North Scranton for 25 cents each,
"I see," said Mr. Root "But, Mr.
with the supply apparently unlimited, Reynolds, suppose there would be on
curiosity was at once aroused as to Walters and cab drivers in the cotw
the source of supply, and the boys were ference?" Judge.
taken into custody and given the
"third degree." When searched the
Discretion.
youths' pockets produced over $ 500 la
Mius Jane Addams was condeniiiinJ
gold coin and when Questioned they at Hull House In
Chicago a buslnes
admitted that they had found a "pot cf
a great deal of sweated ha
employing
gold."
The money was buried la a box In bor.
"But, Miss Addams," said a repofrt
the cellar ot a house formerly occua certain firm. --.h;$
pied by Peter J. Scanlon, who during er, mentioning
his lifetime had the reputation of be- firm doesn't go in for sweated libori
it?"
ing a miser. There were $C20 in does
Miss Addams shnirrced her should
shiny gold pieces in the box. The
boys, none of whom was over eight dera.
"That firm:" hr rrplied. "is piff-dyears of age, thought they were brass
of disvtvtio- n- ..i.J
edai3 and sold about twenty of them with a great
kefore being arrested. Scranton (Pa.) discretion, you knaw. i:j t;c t.;
.'
of not genii! s
out."
Dispatch to Philadelphia Record.
Tons of Iron

In

tip-to- p

i
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VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

A

EIGHT

Spring is Here

M

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.
$7.50

m

15

lamps at

6:55

at

Mrs.

Easter hats lor

L. P. Wright's.

$4.50

PARISIAN

...

Good Potatoes

50 pounds

...
...

Bulk Coffee

Good

30c
25c

BEST FLOUR MADE
H

50 pounds

Cream Loaf

60 pounds

Lily

t1-6-

'

3 boxes 10c

package crackers

2

Macaroni,

package

u0
25a

Vermicelli

Discount on other goods

5

It will pay you to take advantSTEARNS- -

THE FAMOUS VALLEY
CITY W ATL R. MOTOR.
WASHER

Cotton

18.

SIT AROUND

To Be Cleaned and Pressed.

ing February

Giv-ens- s,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

-

age of this.

J. H.

March
Washington,
consumed in the United

mwwir-- i

62,-25-

15c

or Spaghetti

DRY

iti

Exclusive Local Agents

...fl.00

IS pounds Sugar
4 packages Coffee

WOMEN

k

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

...15.75

pounds Sugar

100

20c

...tuo
... 80c

i

r--f

ACTIVITIES DURING THE MONTH
OF FEBRUARY LESS THAN
IN JANUARY.

CLEANERS

ilTrT

mwn

States duramounted to 466,933
Charles Onion the well known florIt Will Look Better
running bales, including 23,091 bales
of linters,
compareu with 533,251
ist, is in at his home with a severe
THAN NEW
cold.
bales in January and 445,287 bales in
Removes all wash day work and all wash day troubles.
December, the census bureau anPHONE MAIN 35
Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
nounced this morning.
You do pot need a wash woman if you have a Motor Washer.
in the wood. Direct from the distilCotton on hand February 28, was
4,209,659, Including 120,650 bales of
lery to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Adv.
The "Sociedad de Amlgos'- - is to linters, compared with 4.580,298. bales
hold a gran baile on Easter Monday January 31, and 4,905,035 bales DeMrs. Fred Nolette, who has been evening at the Rosenthal halL Every- cember 31. This was distributed ass
111 at
follows:
her home for several days with body is invited to attend the dance.
establishments.
a severe cold, is reportel to be ImIn manufacturing
Dates
proving and is now able to be about
The condition of A. P. Moran, edit- 1,957,548 bales, including 87,271)
with 1,911,157
of
the house.
compared
linters,
or of the Laa Vegas Democrat, who
bales
has been 111 with pneumonia for sev- bales January 31 and 1,704,420
ware
A number of business men of the eral
in
December
Independent
31;
days, was reported today as not
houses, 2,252,011 bales, Including 33,city drove out to the Erb and Wes- - improved.
280 bales of linters, compared with
terman ranch this morning to attend
Jefferson RanpldB, President.
31 and 3,200,- bales
the public auction of farming and
Prudent'' Hallelt Raynolds, Cashier.
2,669,079
D.
E.
January
Vice
Raynolds,
The Sisterhood of Montefiore wish31
household goods.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
es to announce that they have post- 615 bales December
H.'Erle Hoke, Assasltaut Cashier.
Imports were 34,040, equivalent to
of
tt
from
their
the
dance
poned
eighth
3
All members of the x raternal Un
with
to the tenth of April on account 500 pound bales compared
ion of America are requested to be April
and 25,075 bales
in
bales
January
of the initiation of the Elks. Tickets
present at the W. O. W. hall on Sixth
in December.
$1.00.
For sale at Murphey's Adv.
street, March 19, 1913, at 8 o'clock.
Active spindles numbered 30,518,- '
'
W.
Business of importance.
A.
619 compared with 30,335,563 in Janwas
on
Travel
Fe
the Santa
railway
Secretary. Adv.
uary and 30,i46,57G in December. Of
heavy today. Train No. 1 going west these 11,739,905 were in cotton growOn April 5 at Cbaperito, Miss Feli- - was run in two sections both of which
ing states and 18,778.634 in all other
pita Sena and CarJos A. Quintana are carried their capacity of passengers. states.
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M
.
to be married. Both of the young Train No. 4 going east will be run in
and cotton on hand
Consumption
two sections this evening.
as
ioi- 28
was
people are we'd known In their home
distributed
February
town and have many friends in Las
lows:
C. Darby and family passed through
Vegas who extend to them all best
In cotton growing states 235,711
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35. oo:
Las Vegas this afternoon on a private bales were consumed in Feoruary,
wishes.
car of the Chicago, St. Paul and Mil- 874,263 bales were in manufacturing
Loenzo Lopez, an old offende out waukee Railway company attached to establishments February 28 and 2,- Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Acfor a "touch of high life," yesterday train No. 10 en roste from Los An- 047,021 bales in independent ware
commodation Within the Scope of Good Basking.
afternoon became so orunk that it geles, Calif., to Kansas City.
houses. In all other states 331,222
was necessary
for Police Officer
bales were consumed; 1,084,080 bales
I .
i
establishJesse Hunzaker to escort Lopez to
The Arctic and Antarctic regions were In
manufacturing
on Time, Deposits
Interest
Paw
the city jail where, it is said, Lopez may be the home of perpetual ice and ments and 204,990 bales were in in
i
i V.
spent the greater part of the night snow but they haven't much on The dependent warehouses.
arguing with himself as to whether Optic. There is a pile of snow In
or not he was drunk enough to be the rear of the office that has been
TELLS OF FRAUD.
put in Jail. Judge D. R. Murray this peacefully reposing for at least three
March 18. James A. 1
Chicago,
morning settled the question In a months. It Is shaded from the sun's
of Seattle, testian
attorney
Haight,
15
decisive manner ly giving Lopez
rays all day. It has- become practifraud case
land
Alaska
the
fied in
days on the city road gang.
cally solid ice and the devil is willing
In which
a
letter
tadav
concerning
to bet that It will bo among those
IS MADE FR.OM
A. C. Frost, a defendant, asked him
This evening at 7:30 o'clock at the present at least a month hence.
to organize the Alasna Coal company,
armory will be held a class meeting
capitalized at $100,000.
assoof the Business Men's Athletic
Mrs. Frank Strass received on St,
ASK YOUR GROCER.
"i want this done so In no wise to
d
Several Interesting
ciation.
Patrick's Day a box containing a connect
with
It, or
my
personality
bouts have been arranged by large bunch of the original shamrock
in the Alaska CenPromoter O'Mariey and It is said that of Ireland. The shamrock was sent any Cue interested
and for that
tral
company,
railway
"The Rocky Mountain Kid," "Spider" to Mrs. Strass by her uncle, Hugh
would not like to have even
reason
Wonder"
the
Bo.'
Mulligan, "Mickey,
Mortimer, who is at the present time
and several other lightweights prom- living in the old family home at your name appear m tne organizainent in boxing circles will appear Davoren, Galway county, Ireland. Mr. tion," wrote Frost.
"I want this done to hold the name
in the several mills. The members Mortimer is S3 years old and has lived
CESOSESSSKEKSSSEII
Coal Company."'
'Alaska
are assured of some Interesting bouts for a number of years at the old
in the squared circle and a large at1 THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
homestead, which has been in possestendance is expected by the manage- sion of the family for 194 years.
THE CASE.
ARGUING
ment. During the evening the baseWashington, March 18. Argument 3
iv;
ball situation will be discussed and
and your ladies do not for on the case of two officials of AmeriElks
IIILIIL-j- u
liu LIL m IUL Urtll
ail baseball enthusiasts axe especialbowling can Naval Stores company under jail
get the big championship
to
be
ly requested
present
game to be held tomorrow evening sentences for criminal violation of
at 8 o'clock at the Elks' home. Two the Sherman aw, began today in tne
Last evening a nuumber of the
teams composed of 25 members each supreme court.
lamps of the new electric lighting of the best bowlers in Las
Vegas will
system being installed in the city roll a one
for
the chamgame
string
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
by the Las Vegas Light and Power
At
of
the con
the
alleys.
pionship
company were put in commission for
clusion of the game a "big feed" will
the first time. On Fourth street
WANTED Experienced woman to do
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT
be served in the banquet hall to which
on
Fifth
while
two
with housework.
lights
and
were,
help
cooking
is invited. As elaborate
street three lights were "working," everybody
Mrs. Arthur C. Ilfeld, 1053 Eighth
have been made for the
two of which were at the corners of arrangements
street.
it is the de
Hillsite park In spite of the bril- evening's entertainment,
In
of
committee
that
sire
the
charge
liant moonlight, the new lights made
a larre "turn out."
an excellent showing and everyone there be
who saw them commented most favif you
on
orably on the system, which, when
be the best city
in.
completed, will
TOMORROW
lighting system in the state. The
at ths Y. M. C. A.
lamps in the south pirt of town have
been in use for several nights.

(WcD3ulI

Strictly Fresh Eggs er dozen
100 pounds Good Potatoes

:

TAKE DECLINE

To The

Ady.

THIS MACHINE DOES
TH

Take that
White Serge Suit of Dress

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

IF(WD

MARCH 18, 1913.

COTTON EXPORTS

LOCAL NEWS

SATlffi-illWI-

TUESDAY,

:

St

-

,

J

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

i-

CRYSTAL BUTTER
PASTEURIZED CREAM

four-roun-

f

j

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
IT

,

mn ivc w tuc rm

Turnc

'HITS

Gross, Kelly 3r Co.
Sole Agents

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

MOST HEAT FOR YOUfct MONEY

:f

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

r

ment at

All Times.

"That's Us" ii;
T THE GRAAF & HAYVMD CO. STORE

4:30 p. :n. to o:15 p. m.. Junior S
4
boys' nilnstul eheasai.
5 p. m., regular meeting butfiness
men's gymnasium class.
8 p. m., basketball practice Y. M.
C. A. team.

Every Woman Is
Interested In Dress

A Good Resolution
You Receive Prompt, Courteous and Pair Treat

QUALITY FRUITS
LYE-PEELE-

CO A LAMB V7&

U to buy your Groceries, Meats and Bakery
Goods where Prices Arc Always Right; where

--

WANT ROUND POTATOES.
18.
Unless
March
Washington,
some of tlio wizards who are Improv
ing upon nature can turn out a spherical potato the navy must find a
better potato peeling machine than
the electrical device now in use. To
day the department sent out an ap
peal to Inventors to submit a device
that will economically pare potatoes
of Irregular form.
a
The official statement, declares
that "It seems th:.t the present machines do a most effective and acceptable job on a perfectly round potato; but when the 'Murphy' arrives
or
long and slender or sawed-off- ,
hammered down, the trouble beRins."

and the season of the year U
approaching when the wearers

must depend upon the skill of
the ironer for the "natty" ap
pearance of her tub dresses.
n

i

Do you know we do this
work, and lift a dress from the
common place to one that shows
'aste and refinement and makes

he wearer seem daintily

clad?

Our Prices Are Popular

DIRECT ELECTION.
Doxr, Del., March 18 With only
four more states needed, Delaware
to'hy refused to join the affirmative
states in ratifying dirert election of
The se.ni1e
I'nltprl Ktates Bt'iuttorH.
favorliil?
t
house
icHolutioii
lie
killed
j
jii i i t I'itiilim.

SIPlCIAL

Laundry
Phone AJa'fl 61

617 DouuUt

Art

J

i

I

"Hunts"
want the highest
quality canned fruits

At

J. H. STEARNS

'

To all who wish 'to

take advantage

of the

Special
Cash Sales
advert sed by our competitors. We are ready
to take yqur orders
and will meet all
Yours for Quality
and service.

OUCHER
"The Coffee Man"

N. S. Keith and F. R. Williams.
u Cox, J. M. Crawford, Davis, David
,p. Edwards, Heady, Hutton, Keith,
X. Miller,

FINANCIERS PLACED
UNDER INDICTMENTS

Williams and C. V. Parrjsh having
control of the funds of fne company.
.
..,,,-.- ,
.1.
i nnvius

"'s

OF THE DEFUNCT ctN-- f
to tRelr own TOe a Prom'
COMPAtfVT J
TRUST
CINNATI
itssory note of the Cincinnati Trust
MUST STAND TRIAL
company for $352,500. It is charged
that the men, who were liable for
H.'
r March 18. Georire
v
" ,J the note, cancelled' it and entered lt.
,
7
the
of
.flctunjy as paid In the company's boolts, when
Cox, former president'
it had not been paid.
Trust company, two former

MEMBERS

Cincinnati

officers of the company and eight members of thu. board of directors, were
named in .the sealed Indictments re

turned by the Hamilton comity grand
conjury yesterday. The envelopes
were
opened
indictments
the
taining
to- by Common Pleas Judge Cbsgrave
Anv

NO

Las Vegas Steam

Insist

I

One of the nine countajchafgsithe
misapplication of $115,fJ00 of the
bank's money through alleged illegal
loans to the Ford and Johnson Chair
company, now in the hands of receivers." Indictments on this count were
returned against George B, Cox,
Charles H. Davia, Norman G. Kenan,
James V Hedv, James M. Hutton, 1.
-

CHAVEZ

BEATS

BURNS

Trinidad, Colo., March IS. It took
Benny Chavez but two rounds last
Wsht to demonstrate his superiority
over Kid Burns, a Chicago bantamweight, Chavez knocking Burns out
in the second round of a scheduled
bout Burns never had a
chance w ith Chavez, who proved himIn a way that
self a "come-back- "
again won the confidence of his
friends, who believe that his defeat at
Albuquerque, N. M., several weeks a?o
by Battling Chico was due to lack of
condition. A big crowd witnessed the
contest.
t

